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Officials say new law affects BG
Jim Barker
The BG News

Officials in the Bowling Green
legal community say a sentencing law passed by the Ohio Senate and House of Representatives in October will have a big
impact on the way they conduct
business.
Senate Bill Two, nearly 1,000
pages in length, calls for major
changes to Ohio criminal law, including the elimination of flexible sentences and felony enhancement.
Flexible sentences are those
which call for a defendant to

serve a variable number of years
in prison, such as a sentence of
10 to 25 years or IS years to life.
The law will allow judges to excercise "flat sentencing," meaning a person sentenced to serve
10 years in prison will serve the
entire term, with few exceptions.
Felony enhancement occurs
when a person is charged with a
repeated misdemeanor offense.
Under current Ohio law, the second offense automatically qualifies as a fourth-degree felony
and can lead to prison time.
Wood County Common^ Pleas
Judge Gale Williamson has paid
close attention to the impending

changes Senate Bill Two will
bring, and thinks the proposal
has both good and bad qualities.
"One of my greatest concerns
has been early release," Williamson said. "When I sentence a man
to 10 to 25 years, people know I'm
really just joking. I seriously
want to see that person serve the
whole sentence, but it almost
never works out that way.
"This law will eliminate the
concept of early release from our
system," he said.
Williamson said the elimination of Jail time for repeat
misdemeanor offenders could
have an effect on the deterring of

crime.
"If a person is entering my
courtroom on his 14th or 15th
theft charge, I think to myself,
"This person has not learned his
lesson,' " Williamson said. "You
have to think of the public.
"This guy is out there preying
upon the citizens of Wood
County, and I need to show him
that when he does these things
he's going to get punished," he
said.
Wood County Prosecutor Alan
R. Mayberry said losing the ability to charge repeat misdemeanor offenders with
felonies will be detrimental to

the purpose of the prosecutor's rules in the prison system."
Assistant Chief Public Defenoffice.
"I personally don't favor it at der Scott Hicks said misall," Mayberry said. "As long as demeanor enhancement has been
they don't steal over $500 in cash used overzealously in the past,
or merchandise, they can commit and that he is glad to see the conthe same crime 20 times and it's cept reconsidered.
Hicks remembers one particustill only a misdemeanor."
Mayberry said he approves of lar case in which misdemeanor
flat sentencing, but the possi- enhancement was used to send a
bility of early release will still man to prison for a year. The
man had stolen a can of paint
exist in at least one form
"There's still the possibility of worth only $20, but his prior petshock probation, but it doesn't al- ty theft and shoplifting conviclow for consideration of "good tions made the paint can theft a
time," " Mayberry said. "But a felony punishable by prison time.
prisoner can still earn additional
■bad time' for violating major
See IAW, page eight.

Greeting card company
publishes student's poem
Genell Pavelich
The BG News

"I was familiar with the kind of
sentiment expressed in these
A University student recently cards, so I decided to submit
had one of her poems published three poems," she said.
Ford said she was excited to
on a Blue
have her poem published on one
Mountain Arts
of the cards.
greeting card.
"It is very exciting, but I am
Julie Ford,
also kind of embarrassed besenior music
cause I don't really like the spoteducation
light," she said.
major, said she
The poem Ford wrote,"Dare to
had always
Dream," was written to be upliftbought the line
ing to people.
of cards for her
"Some people think they can't
mom. She said
J. Ford accomplish much, so I wanted to
one day she
saw that they were accepting try to encourage someone and
submissions, so she decided to make them smile," she said.
The last paragraph of the poem
try to submit poems for conencourages people to go for their
sideration.

dreams and never give up: "Do
whatever it takes to make your
dreams come true. Always believe in miracles, and always believe in you," Ford wrote.
Ford said her mother got her
interested in the Blue Mountain
Arts greeting card line and they
exchange the cards with each
other for holidays. She said that
is part of the reason she submitted a poem.
"I knew how special the cards
were to her, and I wanted her to
be touched by something I had
published," she said.
Ford said her parents were
very excited when they found out
See POiM, page eight.

GOP defies veto threat
David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ~ Defying a
veto threat, the Republicancontrolled Congress passed legislation Thursday night to end the
three-day partial shutdown of
government, but only if President Clinton agrees to balance
the budget in seven years.
Clinton said the GOP proposal
would lock in "crippling cuts In
Medicare" and other programs
and demanded that lawmakers
act immediately to restore
government services without
preconditions. He also announced plans to recall
thousands of furloughed workers
to process claims for Social Se-

curity and other benefits.
With the two sides seemingly
at gridlock. Democrats savaged
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
for claiming Clinton had snubbed
him recently aboard Air Force
One, and for saying he had
toughened his terms on the budget battle as a result.
Several lawmakers trooped to
the House floor with oversized
copies of the front page of the
New York Daily News. It bore a
huge headline of "Cry Baby" and
a cartoon depicting Gingrich in a
diaper, holding a baby bottle and
throwing a tantrum.
The legislation to restore
government services through
Dec. 5 cleared the Senate on a
near party line vote of 60-37.

Seven Democrats sided with Republicans, but the roll call was
still short of the two-thirds,
majority that would be needed.
The House had approved the
measure several hours earlier, in
a midnight-hour roll call that
produced surprising Democratic
support.
Clinton's resolve In the stalemate brought a swift rebuttal
from Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole: "He doesn't want a
balanced budget.
At three days, the partial shutdown was the longest ever arising from one of the nation's
periodic budget wars. And barring an unexpected concession, it
seemed likely to stretch into
Thanksgiving week.
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Nov. 20 (Monday)
. i Union Lab will close at 3 a. m. Tuesday
Tech Lab will close at 2:30 a.m. Tuesday
. All other labs remain on normal ported schedule
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'Thanksgiving '95 Holiday Computer Lab Schedule\

Mike Connock/Thc BC Newt
Sally Ann Davidson, a University student, practices her Karate moves in the Golf/Archery room at
the Student Recreation Center. Karate sessions are Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 7:30 p.m. for
beginners and from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. for more advanced students.

Police offer $1,000 reward
The second suspect is also deThe 18-year-old victim was re- scribed as being 18-20 years old,
A $1,000 reward is offered for portedly abducted by two white 5 feet, 10 inches tall and about
information leading to the arrest males and driven to an unknown 180 pounds.
Usually, Wood County Crime
and conviction of two men want- location, where she was raped by
ed for the alleged rape of a Uni- the driver. The suspects re- Stoppers rewards are paid out
versity student near Jerome Li- turned the victim to campus at when police agencies approach
about 11 p.m.
the board. In this rape case,
brary.
The first suspect is described however, the board said they
The Wood County Crime Stoppers Board of Directors voted as being 18-20 years old, 6-feet- wanted to set an immediate and
Wednesday to offer the award tall and 150 pounds. He was re- high reward due to the serious
for the attack, which reportedly portedly wearing a Cleveland In- nature of the crime and the fact
that police need assistance •
took place at about 9:30 p.m. on dians baseball cap.
The BG News

Oct. 20.

McVeigh won't claim insanity
Paul Queary
The Associated Press

OKLAHOMA CITY - Timothy
McVeigh will not use an insanity
defense when he goes on trial in
the Oklahoma bombing, his lawyers said Thursday.
"The psychiatric and psychological evaluations aren't 100
percent completed, but
from what we
know at this
point we have
no reason to assert a mental
defect," attorney Stephen
Jones said.
"He's as sane as any lawyer or
reporter."
He said McVeigh has been
pronounced competent by Dr.

**•

Seymour Halleck, a University of
North Carolina psychiatrist who
testified for the defense in Susan
Smith's trial for drowning her
two sons in South Carolina. Other
experts also were examining
McVeigh.
Jones has said McVeigh's defense will directly challenge the
evidence against him in the April
19 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. McVeigh
and Terry Nichols face the death
penalty if convicted in the blast,
which killed 169 people and injured more than 500.
McVeigh and Nichols go on
trial May 17 in Lawton, about 90
miles southwest of Oklahoma
City.
Jones has said he will especially attack the testimony of Michael Fortier, a former Army
buddy of McVeigh's who has
pleaded guilty to a lesser charge

>

and agreed to testify for the
prosecution.
He also plans to introduce
McVeigh's Army and school records to counteract the government's portrait of McVeigh as a
government-hating zealot.
Federal officials have said the
bombing was retaliation for the
Waco, Texas, cult disaster exactly two years earlier.
"Military records show that he
was a way-above-average soldier. He was a leader, he had
leadership ability and that he was
a credit to the armed forces of
the United States. And we have
additional school records that
show that he was an outstanding
student," Jones said.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Steve
Mullins, a spokesman for the
prosecution, was out of the office
Thursday and unavailable for
comment.
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E.A.R.tothe
Ground...
Okay, so you've almost faithfully gone to classes all
semester, saving those free sleep days for just the
right occasion. Join us in systematically skipping all
Monday and Tuesday classes. You've worked hard - you
deserve a whole week off! It's a dream come true!
Editor's note: We're just kidding - of course we would
never suggest that anyone skip a college class. Absolutely not.
■kit*

We would like to encourage those who participated in
the Great American Smokeout Thursday to continue to
break the habit. It may be tough right now -- the smokers
of E.A.R. can vouch for that -- but in the long run it'll be
worth it.
***
Congratulations to the soccer and women's cross country teams for making it to their respective NCAA tournaments. It's a long road to the NCAA, and it is only with
determination and ability that teams can make it that
far.
*•*

Today will be the last day the Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be on campus. Donate. You may just save someone's
life. And you never know when someone else's blood
may save your life.
***
Yes, there is hope for those still trying to find an open
computer on campus. Although the lines at the Union
computer lab are enough to kill the academic spirits of
the most scholarly student, computer services has found
there are labs with open machines.
During a three-week observation of computer use on
campus in which the computer use in each lab was
documented every 30 minutes, the Williams Hall lab and
Technology building lab at no time had every computer
in use.
It's good news to those who have been consistently
frustrated at one of the main computer labs on campus,
but labs with open computers for students to use should
be the rule, not the exception. By the way, the Union lab
was completely full 56 times, and the library computer
lab was full 69 times.
• **
For those of you heading home for Thanksgiving, one
lesson might be learned from the film "Planes, Trains
and Automobiles" starring Steve Martin and John Candy
- make sure you have reliable transportation. You don't
want to end up in a motel room in Wichita, Kan., with a
strange man telling you your hand is not really between
two pillows.
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Santa exists in everyone
"Yea, Joe, there is a Santa termined to get to the bottom of
Claus," Bea, my second-grade the Claus case.
girlfriend assured me. "And I
"No wait, come back here," my
want to get married to you some- dad said. "You know how the
day."
other kids are always telling you
But I had my doubts. I'd heard
rumors the Claus was just a figment of kids' imaginations. And
in second grade being "just a
kid" was one of the worst things
you could be. Darn It, I was becoming a "grown-up" and these
are things "grown-up" little boys
and girls need to understand.
I really began to have my
doubts when I saw Bea kissing
Bobby Springer under the playground slide. Consequently,
there was no marriage. And, I
began to think, no Santa Claus.
So I set off on my first investigative reporting job. The
task: to find out if Santa really
exists. I wasted no time going
right to the source.
"Dad, Is there really a Santa
Claus?" I asked In my deepest,
most grown-up voice. "And do
you think I should marry Bea?"
Now, everyone has had "the
Santa talk" with their parents. In that they leave cookies and milk
my case, It came directly after out for Santa and his reindeer?"
the "birds and the Bea talk," but
"Yeah," I said as my heart
no mat I er.
skipped a beat.
My father gazed down into my
"And sometimes you ask me
innocent blue eyes. His face be- why Santa always gets peanuts
gan to twitch. I swear I saw the and a beer from our house? Well,
trickle of a tear beginning to the reason is because I'm Santa
form In on the rim of his eyelid. at our house. But, really that's
His first born was growing up. the beautiful thing. You see,
His emotional face shouted what Santa isn't just one person.
his voice could not form.
Everyone you run into on the
"Dump Bea. Go ask your mom street has a little bit of Claus just
about Santa. And make sure you waiting to come out in them."
tell her I handled the Bea thing,"
Dad always had a way with
Dad muttered.
words. But at age 10 I wasn't
So I turned away, still de- quite ready for the lecture.

"So that's Santa coming out in
your stomach?" I asked, not altogether with it.
"Go to bed."
One blustery winter day, I began to understand what my
father meant. And it had nothing
to do with his stomach.
It had to do with my tongue.
And a basketball pole.
Just before recess my teacher
had warned us not to put our
tongues on anything cold. Just
after lunch break began I stuck
my tongue to the pole. Hey, I
never claimed to be a fast learner.
Anyway, about 10 minutes
went by, and it became apparent
that I was not going anywhere. So
I began to shout to the kids who
were playing basketball.
"Ey you! Elp E!" I screamed,
drawing a larger degree of attention to myself.
"Spay, spoo kelp me?" the older children recited.
"Elp me!" I cried, my tongue
not allowing my consonants to
form.
Just then I realized my worst
fear. The bell rang, and I was left
alone.
Or so I thought. Little did I
know that standing directly behind me with a cup of warm
watef was the feared elementary
school principal. Bob Jamison.
I had heard awful horror stories about this man named
"Bob." I heard he once spanked a
kid so hard his eyeballs popped
out. He once made my friend David write a three paragraph essay entitled, "Why Betsy Davis Is
not a jerkoff." I knew I was In for
it.

The question was would he just
paddle me silly or would he let
my parents know they had raised
a tongue-sticking moron as a son?
Just then I began to feel the
warm water working its way
down the pole.
After Mr. Jamison unaffixed
my tongue and assured me that
this would be our little secret, I
began to think. What my father
said must be true. Everyone,
even Mr. Jamison, has a little bit
of Santa Claus in them.
Touching, I know. But really,
this stupid little story has rung
true throughout my life.
Really, Christmas is about
helping those less fortunate than
you. And by helping, I don't mean
allowing some yahoo with a bell
to guilt you into tossing a dime
into a kettle. I mean helping
someone on a personal level.
I mean taking the time out to
understand a homeless person.
Or giving a sandwich to someone
who is hungry. Or making a sad
person smile. Or using the word
yahoo in a sentence. Well, maybe
not, but you get the picture.
So over these holidays, eat a lot
of ham. Rip into a present for me.
While you're enjoying the holiday, take the time to smile and
thank those who made it possible.
And leave Santa an imported
beer this year. He deserves it.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The News. He figures
if the malls can bring out the
decorations, then it must not be
too early for the Yuletlde column.
He would like to thank Kim for
taking care of the kittens.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Women bear
burden of rape

rape, sexual harassment, paternalism, and other affronts to
women" (Ms. Magazine,
July/August, 1995).

As I waited In line for coffee at
the Union today, I spotted the Sic
Sic sign which read, "DONT
WALK ALONE."
It inspired two reactions within
me.
The first was that I was glad to
see that the violence toward
women on this campus was an Issue that was on everyone's
minds, that it would not be, as it
has in years past, swept under
the rug after a certain amount of
time had passed.
But my second reaction, and
the one which I expressed to the
other women in the coffee line,
was, why not make a sign which
reads, "DONT RAPE!"
I am In no way belittling the
hard work of those who are working toward a safe and rape-free
campus.
I myself am involved with
groups who are extremely concerned with thes issues. My point
is that we need to remove the responsibility for the prevention of
rape from women, and see men
take a proactive, critical stand
against violence toward women.
Not because we've shamed
them Into it, but because we are
their sisters, their girlfriends,
their mothers, their spouses,
their friends, and because none
of us should have to live with the
threat of violence from strangers, acquaintances, or partners.
What I would love to see here is
a group like the one formed on
the campus of Morehcuse College called Black Men for the
Eradication of Sexism, which
fights against "misogyny, date

Why not have a group dedicated to understanding the deeply
hlerachical and violent ways in
which men have been encouraged to behave?

f

Maybe this could be the first
topic for discussion at Joe Pelffer's "Myn for Myn" brainchild.
If the men of this community
would unite to better educate
themselves about the potential
for abuse of power that exists
within themselves (as women
have united to understand the potential for victimhood that exists
for us), we might achieve a truly
safe campus.
Until that time, however, I will
still have to limit my freedom to
walk where and when I want, to
always stay on edge so that I do
not find myself in an "unsafe"
situation simply because I am a
woman, and therefore a potential
victim.
Erin H. Brown
Senior
Women's Studies

Guns defend
women's rights
. The news of the most recent
campus rape that occurred
Wednesday, Nov. 1 has angered
and frightened me immensely.
One rape Is one too many.
Women, we must do something
•bout this.

We are moving targets in a wrong groups.
The innocent must arm thempatriarchal, misogynist society.
selves in order to fend off the
Should we sit around waiting to TRULY violent.
be the next victims? War Is being
waged against us and it is time
Statistically, women who arm
we started acting like true war- themselves have an almost 100
percent success rate of warding
riors.
off attackers and escaping unWhat I propose sounds radical, harmed.
violent and perhaps naive, but
women, If we want to put a
Also, feminist writer Jeffner
screeching halt to the horrid, re- Allen points out that, as women,
pulsive crime of rape, every we have been socialized to be
single one of us must carry a gun non-violent.
and know how to use it
Take Back The Night marches
Men in our society however,
and anti-rape rallies are wonder- are granted the right to be vioful, and I truly commend CASO, lent.
but these measures are too passive and ineffective.
Women are supposed to be the
passive keepers of peace. To reIf we want to stop the violent main nonviolent in the face of
sexual terrorization of women, violence in order to avoid becomall of us must arm ourselves with ing like men is, according to Alguns.
len, "to side with men's terrorization of women and against womTwo counterarguments against en."
women carrying guns need to be
addressed:
Violence should be used as a
defense to rape and as a way of
■ Women just shouldn't walk reserving womens' freedom,
alone. Women who get raped are body, life and blood.
too careless.
No woman deserves to be
Rape is a terroristic act against
raped. I don't care if she is walk- women that must be dealt with
ing down the street at 3 am. firmly and harshly. As author Alstark naked.
len states: "Rape is punishment
for being a woman," and must be
No- woman deserves rape, and stopped, to borrow a quote from
anyway, shouldn't we have the El-HeJJ Malik El-Shabazz, "by
freedom to walk alone at night? any means necessary.
Guns would grant us this freeQuotes in this letter camefroni
dom.
Jeffner Allen's bookLesblan Phi■Guns are dangerous. Violence losophy: Explorations
is not the answer.
Wendy Founder
Senior
This nation's campaign at reducing handguns targets the
Spanish/Ethnic Studies
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Wood sculpture exhibit opening tonight

The 46th annual University School of Art Faculty and
Staff Exhibition and an exhibit showcasing contemporary Zimbabwe wood will
open at the University's
Fine Arts Center tonight.
Both exhibits will open
with a reception from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. The Zimbabwe
wood sculpture exhibit will
be displayed in the Willard
Wankelman Gallery,and
the School of Art Faculty
and Staff Exhibition will be
housed in the Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery.
The Zimbabwe wood
sculpture exhibit features
both the works of Danson
Manzlni and the Tshuma
family. The sculptures are
of both human and animal
forms, expressing Individual artists' reactions to political, social or personal situations in both rural and urban Zimbabwe.
The exhibit is open to the
public and will be displayed
until Dec. 13. The exhibit
will not be open during
Thanksgiving weekend and
Dec. 1.

Parsons Dance
Company to appear

The University Festival
Series will present a performance by the Parsons
Dance Company at 8 p.m.
tonight in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Since its founding in 1987,
the Parsons Dance Company has given more than
500 performances around
the world, with appearances
at Lincoln Center, the Kennedy Center, Malson de le
Danse-Lyon and Teatro
Municipal-Rio de Janeiro.
The company maintains a
repertoire of 29 works by
Artistic Director David
Parsons.
The appearance by the
eight-member company is
the finale of a residency collaboration with the University's Arts Unlimited Program. Some 3,000 school
children are scheduled to
see the company perform.
Tickets for the public
performance are $12, $19
and $26. Tickets are on sale
at the Moore Musical Arts
Center box office
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Reseachers study talk
shows
WASHINGTON - Sally makes
them cry. Jerry "outs" them. And
Geraldo brings out the criminal
files. In one way or another,
America's television talk show
hosts score an average of 16
"ambush disclosures" an hour on
guests, according to a study
released Thursday.
"Often guests have either little
or no control about the disclosure," said Sandi Smith, one of
the Michigan State University
researchers who conducted the
analysis. "These are ambush disclosures," she said.
The Kaiser Family Foundation
commissioned the study,
released at a news conference In
Washington, saying it was an independent attempt to analyze the
content of top-rated TV talk
shows in light of criticism over
their content.

The analysis of 200 videotapes
and transcripts of daytime talk
shows over the summer presents
what any casual viewer already
knows: Hosts and guests talk
mostly about family, personal relationships and sex.
"The level of personal disclosures Is a trend," said Matt
James, a spokesman for the
Kaiser group. "In early talk
shows something racy might
have been Phil Donahue taking
belly dancing lessons.... Now It's
all disclosures, particularly about
sexual activities."
The study said 42 percent of
guests made the disclosures
about themselves, 30 percent
were made by other guests and 28
percent by hosts.

Israeli President admits
he's chauvinist

JERUSALEM - In a frank television Interview, Israeli President Ezer Welzman admitted that

"perhaps" he is a chauvinist but
said he didn't mean to offend
when he called a female soldier
"missy."
The soldier, Alice Miller, recently won her court battle to become the first woman permitted
to apply for Israel's elite fighter
pilot training program.
She had written to Welzman
asking for his help in her case,
and during a phone call he called
her "Maedele" - Yiddish for
"missy" - and asked her if she
had ever seen a man darning
socks.
"I don't know why she should
be insulted that I call her
'Maedele,'" he said, but added: "I
no longer use the term."
Asked by the interviewer If he
was a chauvinist, Welzman replied "Perhaps, perhaps."
"I think there Is some criticism
I need to take to heart, and I will
take It to heart," he said. "What
more do they want from me?"
Welzman, 72, entered politics
as a hawk after an illustrious military career as a fighter pilot and
general, then switched to the
more dovish Labor party and became an outspoken advocate of
making peace with the Palestinians. In the past year, however,
he has come under attack for his
blunt criticism of the late Yitzhak
Rabin's peace agreements with
the Palestinians.
"I thought the pace was too
fast," he said In the interview
broadcast Wednesday night. "I
felt duty-bound to say so."
Welzman said he plans to serve
out his term, which ends in 1998,
but doesn't know if he will run for
a second five-year term as president. He said he has no plans to
return to political life when he
leaves the presidency, a largely
ceremonial office.
Welzman said he knows he has
"stepped on the toes of a few
people," through his outspokenness, but doesn't regret what he
said. "I know how I feel," he said.

Applications for

• spring '96 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

MerkRuramcl/APPhM.

Steve Carlson, left, and Department of Natural Resources wildlife biologist Robert Doepker make
their way across two to four Inches of ice in an attempt to rescue a deer which had fallen on Lake
Antolne In Dickinson County.

The BG News
DEADLINE:
PATES;

One day prior lo publication, 2 p.m.
(The BG tows Is not responsible lor postal service delays)
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" OR 2" ADS
1" (8 line Maximum) $6.90 per insertion
2' (16 line Maximum) $13.30 per Insertion

per ad are 1.85 per line $2.55 minimum
$60 extra per ad lor bold lies.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT:

Is required lor all non- university related businesses and Individuals.

NOTICE: l7re«!AleiwwllncHb«re«pofrslbleloreirordiieloillegibiNlyorlr«omplelelnlormauon. Please come to 2M
West Hall immediately II there Is an error In your id. The flfi News will not be responsible lor typographical
errors In classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol Individuals who place advertising in The BG News. The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ol The BG News. The
purpose ol this policy b) to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations. Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE #

NAME (print).
ADDRESS
PIDN# or ACCOUNT #

(For billing purposes only)
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EX A CTL Vhow you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 30.
_______________

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:

HOME FALCON HOCKEY!

TOMORROW us W. MICHIGAN
The BRONCOS are tied for
1st in theCCHA!

.Wanted

Lost and Found

.Help Wanted

Rides

_For Sale

Personals
•Campos/ city Event Ads: $1.00/ HI day wlih a IS word limit. Subsequent days regular rat*. (For an event to
be eligible tor this discount, U» event must be a ane Mm. ev.nl tor Non ■ Profit)

Dates to appear.

U8 Vegas mercha
wBlbeoSvertavMyat,_
'gam.'progi

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

I

(Checks payable to the BG News) .

COME PACK na

FAa-orrf
Easy Admission,

For Rent

Services Offered

TODAY - vs. FERRIS STATE
The FALCONS and Bulldogs
tied lost week!

Campus & City Events*

fdl.DMlifoOoo
tnppAcxaQw

•• Pufch«»«a

Total number of days to appear.
Phone: 372-2601
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Karate gives self-confidence Increased usage
Student claims sport helps people realize they can care for themselves
Jennifer Schab
The BC News
People can gain self-esteem
and confidence from the oncampus karate program, according to students and instructors of
the program.
"Karate can give you a feeling
of self-confidence," said Mary
Anne Nicholson, director of
United Karate System karate
program on campus. "Students
can learn to be more confident in

groups and in society."
Nicholson said karate gives
people confidence in their abilities and allows them to know how
to deal with certain situations.
Neil Gottheil, a student of the
karate program who is also in
charge of promotion and awareness of the program, said karate
can make people realize they can
take care of themselves.
"Karate definitely enhances
self-esteem," Gottheil said. "It's
a real boost."

Gottheil said the class is very
empowering, but it is also relaxed, practical and friendly.
"You can take out of it what
you like," GoUheil said. "It's not
only good for your self-esteem
but it is an excellent workout, it
trains you to use your muscles, it
teaches you skills to defend
yourself and it teaches you when
to use those skills."
"It's important for everyone to
know how to defend themselves,"
Gottheil said.

Gottheil said in light of the recent Increase of crime on campus, women could especially
benefit from the karate program.
"For women who are walking
around uncomfortable and
afraid, karate is an extra tool
they can carry around with them
if they get into a dangerous situation," Gottheil said.
"Just taking karate will not
keep you from bleeding like
See KARATE, page five.

Radio station to
play for mission
Vlnce Guerrierl
The BC News
I'm not a high tech person. Do I have to use the STAR 90 system to
Toledo radio station 10S.S,
register?
WWWM will be holding its secDear Fred Flintstone:
ond annual radiothon on Nov. 18
Step by step Instructions are in the current schedule of classes. If at the Cherry Street Mission.
you have difficulty using the STAR 90 system, call the HELP LINE at
The radio station will broad372-7777. As a last resort, further assistance is available at the Regis- cast live from the mission from 6
trar's Office.
a.m. until 3 p.m. The fundraiser
lasts until midnight.
Help -1 only got three of the courses I course requested for spring
Last year, a goal was set for
semester. What should I do?
$6,000, according to Sheila
Dear Panicked in Piqua:
Morse, volunteer coordinator for
You may use the STAR 90 system on your preferred open dates and the mission.
during open registration Dec. 4-22 to add courses. If a course you
Ten thousand dollars was
need is closed, you may want to check with the department that raised, which is also the goal for
offers the course to see if there is a waiting list.
this year.
The money goes to aid the
I need to register for more than 18 hours. How do I go about this?
Cherry Street Mission as well as
Dear I Can Handle It:
the Sparrow's Nest, a house for
Check with your college office. For many programs, special per- women, and the Caleb House, a
mission is required.
transitional house for men.
Volunteers man the phones
I lost my Undergraduate Catalog. Where can I get another copy?
during the radiothon, including
Dear You Lost It:
lawyers, housewives, and busiYou may purchase a new catalog at the University Bookstore for nessmen, Morse said. Also work$1.25.
ing the phones are men from the

Caleb House.
"We are all involved," Morse
said. "You can have a man in
drug rehab sitting at the phones
next to a board president."

"We are all involved.
You can have a man
in drug rehab sitting
at the phones next to
a board president."
Sheila Morse
volunteer coordinator
Among the volunteers are Bill
and Connie Poole and their
daughter Angie, who will all
work the phones between 2:30
p.m. and 6 p.m.
He said he supports the mission's cause because "100 percent of the money goes to help
the mission."

of prozac stirs
campus debate

Drug helps patients
control stress, worry
Darla Warnock
The BC News
Prescribed to cure depression as well as other disorders,
prozac has seen increased use
in recent years, which has invoked debate about its possible overuse.
According
to Jeanne
Wright, coordinator
for the
Center of
Wellness *
and Preven.tiident
tion, prozac
Health
has been
used more
lately because it has proved effective
for aiding those with common
disorders.
"More recently it has been
used for obsessive-compulsive
disorders, eating disorders
and depression," Wright said.
"It can also reduce anxieties
with those that would normally turn to alcohol."
Wright explained that
patients use prozac to control
levels of stress, anxiety, fear
and worry. This occurs when
levels of serotonin fall below
normal. When there is an appropriate level of serotonin,
the mind feels the sense of security and acts as a type of
"police," watching over and
protecting those levels. The
"police" regulate the bioche-

§

micals and check to see if
there Is an imbalance within
them.
"It needs to be carefully
prescribed," Wright said. "Society looks for instant solutions and there aren't any."
Since the drug can be used
to effectively treat many
different disorders, it has
been prescribed more often by
doctors, causing the fear that
it is being relied on more than
it should be.
Psychology professor Ken
Pargament said sometimes the
real problem is not always fully exposed when it Is not
paired with proper therapy.
"The underlying problems
may not be resolved," Pargament said. "It shouldn't be
used as a substitute." He said
prozac has demonstrated its
value recently, which is a
reason for increased use.
Many times the treatment is
combined with psychotherapy
and other solutions to provide
a more well balanced cure for
the patient experiencing the
problems.
"Any medication can be
harmful if it is overprescrlbed," Pargament said. "It
has gotten a lot of attention in
the media and such recently."
Regardless to the effectiveness of the drug, some still believe that medication is not
always the immediate answer.

$$$ NEED MONEY? $$$
'■-'''■•• -w'

Want to bring ethnic arts events to BGSU?

'

Ethnic Cultural Arts Program 372-2222
CALL US NOW!

What a great holiday season
your business will experience
this year since BGSU'sHFoll
semester does hot end unti
BGSaifutonr^dty (J&fcfftl
loo|MftoWf°f gr€f gift 1ileas>r
special hal^ipromorib'nf/ >
tap

yot

is market by
Gift Guideji
Budget.

■&

GAMMA PHI BETA
$. IF THt QpMb
tf,000f STUDENTS
EACH5PEN^i"
S100 0NCHRI

6fMflgg

POTENTIAL
$1,700,000

lesd

Monday, NrtMH z8, 4 pm

4Vt)

E

H

m& 'Account Exc
.i;

Megan & Andy
Cheryl & Jim
Heather & Dan
Amy& Chris
Tanya & Charlie
Melanie & Ross
TA&BIII
Melanie & Chris
Jen & Joe
Kelley&Jim
Michelle & Jeff
Lauren & Chris
Christy & Mike
Jen & Rob
Cory & Chris

Kristin & Robert
Donna & Jon
Jen K. & Joey
Missy & Nick
Kara & Andy
Diane & Michael
Michelle & Doug
Kristen&M.orJ.
Kerri & Kyle
Wendi&Mike
Laurie & Shawn
Stacey & Jason
Molly & Bret
Lisa & Gary
Kary & Andy
Big Christy &UI Kim
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Toledo woman refuses
prosecutor's bargain
The Associated Press

TOLEDO -• The third person
charged with burying a man
alive, then stealing and selling
his car refused Thursday to accept a plea agreement.
Kirstin Wilkinson, 31, will be
tried Jan. 29 on charges of aggravated murder, aggravated
robbery and kidnapping in the
death of Christopher Hammer,
22.

Lucas County prosecutors offered to drop the murder and
robbery charges In exchange for
a guilty plea to the kidnapping
charge and Wilkinson's testimony in the trials of Archie
Dixon and Timothy Hoffner.
She testified at both trials.
Both men were convicted of aggravated murder and Hoffner
was sentenced to death. A jury
last week recommended that
Dixon receive the same penalty.

Closin'

Assistant Prosecutor Chris
Anderson said Wilkinson is putting herself in a dangerous position by going to trial. If convicted, she could be sentenced to life
in prison, while kidnapping carries a sentence of 10 to 25 years.
"It's a very great risk she's
taking at this time. I anticipated
that she might do that, but until
she actually made her decision, I
wasn't sure what she was going
to do," Anderson said.

Driver dies in collision
The Associated Press

WEST BERLIN - A car collided with a train on Thursday,
killing the 34-year-old driver.
The car driven by Penny Parrish of Delaware was struck on
the driver's side by a Norfolk
Southern train, the State Highway Patrol said.
The accident happened about
11:30 am. near this Delaware
County town, about 20 miles
north of Columbus.
Parrish was taken to Riverside
Hospital in Columbus, and died
about 1 p.m., patrol Sgt. Harley
Neftzer said.
The patrol said the train was

traveling 40 to 45 miles per hour.
There were no gates or lights
at the railroad crossing, which is
posted with a warning sign and
crossbucks, Neftzer said.
There was minor damage to the
train, which included two locomotive engines and 124 empty
rail cars, said Bob Auman,
spokesman for Norfolk Southern.
He said the train was delayed at
the crash site for about two
hours.
Another accident involving a
Norfolk Southern train about 30
miles north was not as serious.
No one was injured when a
pickup truck slid into the path of
a train, which "clipped the front

end" of the truck, said Crawford
County Sheriff's Deputy Scott
Baldosser.
The accident occurred at 1:37
p.m. Thursday in Monnett along
the southern edge of Crawford
County.
There were no gates or lights
at the crossing, Baldosser said.
"The guy saw the train and attempted to stop, but he slid into
the path of the train," he said.
Auman said the train was traveling at 55 miles per hour. It included two locomotive engines
and 38 rail cars, 35 of which were
loaded.
AP Photo

An Air Force from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base passes over the United States Air Force Museum In Dayton, where federal employees can't work because the federal budget dispute closed
most government offices.

Did You Know.. .

Mixing recyclables together or
KARATE
throwing trash into the barrels
Continued from page four.
causes the whole barrel to be
everyone else, but it makes you
landfilled instead of being recycled. more aware of your surroundPlease recycle correctly and don't contaminate
barrels. We appreciate your cooperation.
*For more information, call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909.

ings," Nicholson said. "You are
conditioned to protect yourself."

Nicholson said one of the most
important things about karate is
it gives you the skills to recover
quickly when faced by an unexpected situation.

Nicholson and Robert Nicholson, along with numerous black
belts and brown belts, instruct
the karate program in the archery room of the Student Recreation Center.
The class is open to students
and the community. Classes are
on Mondays and Wednesdays
with beginners at 6 p.m. to 7:30
p.m., and intermediate and advanced at 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

There are two sessions a semester, and each costs $45.
Gottheil said the program has
been on campus for decades.
Free hour-long demonstrations
will be offered in the residence
halls. On Nov. 29 they will be in
Ashley at 8:30 p.m., on Nov. 27 at
McDonald North at 8:30 p.m. and]
on Dec. 5 at Founders at 9 p.m. ;

^j^ Come Pock The Ice Rreno Find Help The Folcons Stoy In The Top Of The CCHRI
4vf HOM€ HOCK€V - TONIGHT vs. F€RRIS STRT€ and TOMORROW vs. W€ST€RN!

§&
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
Trinity Church

UNlVEMiTY LUTHERAN 6HMEL

United Methodist

Traising andTrocCaiming Christ

1124EastWooster 352-5101
■
Sunday Worship 10:30
f
Join us for friendship and fellowship ||]

at the Heart of'BowGng Qrten
across from the Courthouse
Sunday Worship 10:30

Tel #353-9031

Church School 9:15

Everybody Welcome!

A Warm 'Welcome, for Ml

i

17360 N. Dixie B.C.
lust North of Woodland Mall
352-0672

WORHSHIP AT 100:00 AM & 6:00 PM
SCHOOL OF THE BIBLE - 9:00 AM
POWER ZONE
CHI ALPHA - THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 8:00 PM

St. John's Episcopal
ChUrCh

MASS SCHEDULE:
SATURDAY - 5:30 PM
SUNDAY - 8:00 AM • 10:00 AM • 12:00 NOON

1505E.WoostarS».
phone 353-0881

QftnsfsRff* Euchcrisf at 8:00am & 10:00am
lUCiy. cKrijfian Youth Garnering 10:00am

OUA

HOLY DAYS:
DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 5:30PM.

'

\IVI:ICM

i v rAitisii

Masses:
Saturday Evening - 5:00p.m.
Sunday - 10:OOa.m. - 11:30a.m.
-7:00p.m.
Tuesday - 12:05p.m. Proul Chapal
Ion-campus)

Sunday:

corner of Summit & Clough St.

V

ST. THOMAS MOOIti:

'Dayspring J^ssemBCy ofQod

St. Aloysius Catholic Church

'

I What Does Rock-N-RoU
Jazz-Jesus-R&B
Have In Common?

SATURDAY NIGHT
AT B.Ci. CXWENANT C.IIUKCIl
Skits, Great Music, No Offering
SHORT, RELEVANT BIBLE TEACHING!
THE CHURCH THAT SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE..:

Thurs. 8 AM Holy Euchchrist

B.G. COVENANT CHURCH;
NO CHILD CAM. NO OFTIIUNO TAKtN

ll6$ HA3K1NS M>jj[

LET'S GO BG FALCONS!!!
Buddy
Powers

Brian Hills
Assistant Coach

Head Coach

^enedef^
^ta and S»**
1432 E. Wooster

***H and S***
1432 E. Wooster

352-4663

352-4663

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
11 u.

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
11 LB.

Go Falcons!!

Tame the Broncos!

Wayne
Wilson

Todd
Flichel

Assistant Coach

Vol. Assit. Coach

Le

<'s Go Bowli,

Let's Go r*
WAL MART
1120 S. Main St.
352-3776
STORE HOURS:

Mon.-Sat. 7 am-1 lpm" Sunday 8 am-10 pm

rr.r*.»_- - . r

-..

■

*

■
Free Delivery
353-PAPA

LET'S GO BG FALCONS!!!
#17
Mike
Hall
Center

6'2"180lbsSr.
Nepean, Ont.

CALL 353-TAC

Johnson
Right Wing
6"V190lbsJr.
Scarborough, Ont.

Beat the Broncos!

Have you had your break today?

GO BGSU!
1050 S. Main-352-7474
1470 E. Wooster* 353-9871

#20
Kelly
Perrault
Defense
60" 195lbs Jr.
Ft. Saskatchewan, Alt:

Petrie
Center
5'10'175lbs Jr.
Canton, Mich.

We Want Victory!

Al-Mar Lanes
1010 IV Main
352-4637
Win This Weekend!!
#27
Brett
Punchard
Left Wing
6'f/ 190lbsJr.
Scarborough, Ont.

GO FALCONS!

#29
Mike
Savard
Gaurd

5'iri80Fr.
Red Deer, Alta.

Let's Go Falcons!

Beat the Broncos!

SOUTH SIDE 6
Hill Ki: I III PAK'IT MAIM*

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
Your HocKoy HMdquanw In Bowing Groan
123 8. Wi OOWSroWN B.Q. • 352-3810

John t Mary Mum.

t*S

737 S. Main

G&BLECQMM
YOUR LOCAL CMLC TV CONNECTION

118 N. Main
352-8424
Go Falcons

352-8639

Good Luck
Falcons!
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Clinton annoyed
with political
strategist's boast
4

Tom Raum
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - An overheard boast by political strategist Dick Morris that "I'm running the country" reportedly annoyed President Clinton. But it
drew private
mirth from the
rest of his
White House
staff.
That's because the Connecticut consultant may be
the most disliked person to
pass through
the White House gates, even
though he's one of Clinton's
closest and most trusted advisers. Or maybe because he is.
< "He has almost unlimited access to the president," grumbled
pne Clinton political adviser who
does not.
! Thus, when Clinton began moving away from Morris' original
Strategy - one of standing apart
from Democrats and moving

Screaming Out

more toward Republicans i smug satisfaction emanated
from other Clinton advisers.
Clinton's show of resolve in the
current budget impasse is winning back many of the congressional Democrats he alienated by heeding Morris' earlier
advice.
Despite the latest shift of
strategy gears, Morris, 47, remains a potent force as Clinton
charts his re-election strategy.
Morris has been credited with
helping Clinton boost his reelection chances by helping him
to stake out a more politically
centrist position.
In fact, Clinton is riding higher
in polls than he has in months,
while Americans have shown increasing skepticism toward the
GOP agenda.
But Morris trampled a lot of
Democratic egos in the process.
Not even Clinton's selection of
Republican David Gergen in May
1993 - in a previous hunt for a
political savior - sowed so much
discord within the Democratic
White House.

POE/V^

Sunn Walih/AP Photo
Pierce School first-graders Ellen Lee, left, Daniel Mendelson,
center, and Jacory Wlnslow, right, hold their anti-smoking signs
during the Great American SmokeScream in Brookllne, Mass.

Mrs. Ford said she thinks the
Blue Mountain Arts cards are
her poem was going to be pub- very touching.
lished by the company.
"They are very thoughtful
"My mom had the quiet under- cards because they have so much
lying belief in me that she knew I meaning," she said. "You can alcould do this," she said.
ways find the card with the speNancy Ford, Julie's mother, cial words."
said she was really thrilled to see
Michael J. Snlffen
Ford also said she would enher daughter's work in print.
The Associated Press
'It was really special," she courage other students to submit
Isaid. "Julie loves to write and poems if they are interested.
WASHINGTON -- With mediworks hard at everything she
"I would encourage anyone to cation controlling the shaking of
does, so it was nice to see some submit, because they always her left hand. Attorney General
•kind of reward."
Janet Reno says her newly diagneed new talent," she said.
nosed Parkinson's disease will
neither force her from office nor
cease her long weekend walks
along the Potomac River.
"I feel fine now. 1 continue to
take my long walks," the 57-yearold attorney general told her
10 GREAT LUNCHES $3.99 AND UNDER
weekly news conference ThursAvailable Monday thru Friday until A p.m.
day. "I don't feel like I have any
impairment. I feel strong and
feel like moving ahead."
Classic Lunchtime Favorites
She has "an excellent, long«. sumrJ" * ''■••

Students from dozens of schools In Massachusetts joined others
across the nation to scream out against the tobacco industry.

Reno diagnosed with Parkinson's

.Continued from page one.

Doctor says attorney general has excellent prognosis
term prognosis," her doctor,
Jonathan Pincus, a neurology
professor at Georgetown University Medical Center, said at a
later news conference. "Her mild
tremor was completely eliminated with modest doses," of
medication, he said.
Reno disclosed that she was diagnosed three weeks ago with the
progressive disease that undermines muscle control. Doctors
assured her that, like hundreds
of thousands of other Americans
with Parkinson's, she could continue working without impairment.
For reporters, who previously
had noted a tremor in her hand,

13o*£\ta4«s*

lynch Savors

Bob Evans Special Recipe Mod* with seasoned ground beef and our own delicious
sauce and served on a grilled bun. Served with French Fries. * $3.29

<3&&8SQ<§ s&KJBwaQcoas
Classic Lunchtime Favorites
7. "leneer lei.*'
A Lunchsavor version of our most popular salad with tossed greens topped with Swiss
cheese, crumbled bacon, croutons, diced tomatoes and green onions. - $3.99
». Chicken CM Mr Salad
Fresh Romoine lettuce, Caesar dressing and homestyle garlic croi*ons topped with
tomatoes, shredded Parmesan cheese and two marinated grilled chicken strips.
A perfect Lunchsovor portion.* $3.99
9. Cfcaf Saltisl
A lunchsavor portion of lettuce layered with turkey, ham, diced tomatoes, green onions
and shredded American cheese. - $3.99
10. Seus. * falasl
Our signature side garden solad served with a cup of bean, potato, broccoli or
vegetable beef soup and rolls. - $3.49

Carry Out
Available
[WWW
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DATE: Sunday, November 19
PLACE: St. Thomas Moore Cafeteria
TIME: 10:30a.m. to 2:00p.m.

Hicks said cases in which the
offender has eight or nine previous misdemeanor convictions
are rare.
"We just don't handle that
many cases where the person has
had such a large number of convictions," Hicks said. "And remember that these people can
still be sent to jail for six months.
Public awareness of where

$2.00- All You Can Eat!

1 736 I. Woo.l.r (Located Bahlnd BP)
352-2193 MB QQ

Reno made clear she had no intention of resigning and said if
Clinton won a second term and
"if he wanted me back, this
would be no reason not to do it."
"If I didn't think I could do the
job, I'd be the first to tell President Clinton," Reno said.
Reno would not be the first
public figure to hold high office
with Parkinson's.
Former Rep. Morris Udall,
D-Ariz., stayed in Congress for
12 years after his Parkinson's
disease was diagnosed in 1979.
The disease forced him to abandon hopes of seeking the 1984
Democratic presidential nomination.

LAW
Continued from page one.

PANCAKE BREAKFAST

misdemeanors end and felonies
begin may also play a part In
skepticism towards the elimination of misdemeanor enhancement.
Offenses such as petty theft,
shoplifting and receiving stolen
property are all generally prosecuted as misdemeanors.
Offenses such as theft, robbery
and trafficking in stolen merchandise are normally prosecuted as fourth-degree felonies.

COUPON

Any Lg.1 Item |

All Proceeds Benefit
Project Hope!

UUUUUUUIJWWlMAr^^

| From NEW ORLEANS to BOWLING GREEN

I

Reno thrust out a steady left
hand to demonstrate that medication has controlled her only
symptom. She takes 1 1/2
Sinemet pills before each of her
three daily meals.
Earlier in the morning, Reno
had advised the White House.
She said chief of staff Leon Panerta "was very supportive." President Clinton telephoned Reno
later in the day.
"The president has complete
confidence now, as he always did,
that the attorney general will
continue to pursue her job in the
excellent manner she has in the
past," said a statement issued by
the White House press office.

Stuffed Crust

For Information call 372-2750
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CALL

352-5166 FOR FREE DEUVERY

203 N. Main St., Bowling Green
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and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey
Incl

Scrambled et>(>s, hash browns, t icon, dud
pol iloes. mashed potatoes \v. gravy
Also dc ;crts and lull salad bar

OPCN Horn-2pm

DEEDS FOR READS

17.25 * tax
$6.95 + tax
$3.75

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11

children 3 and under free* No other discounts apply

November 17,1995
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352-0534
Marlboro's SPRITE

$1.49
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This Weekend in Bowling Green athletics:
SOCCER at Wisconsin in NCAA Tournament
Winner vs. William & Mary/Crelghton winner next weekend
Sunday, 2 p.m. (ESI) at Madison. Wis.

HOCKEY vs. Ferris State (tonight). W. Michigan (Saturday). 7 p.m.

Radio: WBGU-FM 88.1. WBVI-FM 96.7

VOLLEYBALL at MAC Tournament, tonight (8 p.m.)

tf WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY at NCAA Championships
Monday at Ames. Iowa

vs. Miami at Oxford; championship Saturday at 7 p.m.

SWIMMING at Wright State (today), vs. Toledo (Saturday) 1 p.m.

Saturday at BG'o Cooper Pool

Sports Weekend
Friday, November 17, 1995

Hoop
dreams
Ttle Falcon basketball
team lambasted the D.C.
Explorers Thursday night,
105-84 at Anderson Arena.
Story appears an page 10.
Football season ended
last week for Bowling Green
~ mercifully -- and all of a
sudden it's time to get ready
for basketball.
The Falcon women open
their season one week from
today when they take on
Ohio State on the road. The
men start a week from
Monday at home against
unheralded Heidelberg.
Each team looked good
through Its respective scrimmages, although the competition wasn't exactly MAC
caliber.
On the men's side, the
Falcons will be extremely
young with only four players
with collegiate experience on
the roster. In all, there are
seven true freshmen.
Things are similar on the
women's side, where seven
lettermen return but the
players who will see the
majority of the playing time
are sophomores or juniors.
Perimeter play will be the
strength of both teams, with
such exciting players as
Shane Komtves, Antonio
Daniels and Sara Puthoff
able to light it up from anywhere on the court.
But youth is a difficult
thing to overcome, particularly on the basketball court
Both teams can expect a
rocky road early on In the
season.
. My comrades in the media
across the MAC have predicted the Falcon women as
sixth place finishers, and
the men as seventh place
finishers.
Looking at the numbers,
those are the logical conclusions one should come up
with, considering each
team's relative youth and
Inexperience.
But don't be surprised If
these teams surpass those
expectations. The men's basketball team under Jim
Larranaga has a history of
turning low predictions into
successful seasons, and the
wealth of young talent that
the women's team possesses
cannot be overlooked.
Well know a lot more
about these two teams by
; Christmas, when these
teams wrap up their nonleague schedules. The
women have a killer slate.
with Ohio State. Notre
Dame, Perm State and ■
Georgia on the docket They
will have their hands full.
while on the other hand the
men. with tough games
against Syracuse and James
Madison, have been dealt
the usual creampuffs In
Heidelberg and Defiance.
Stay tuned.
Got an e-mail this week
from a concerned reader
upset that the Friday sports
columns have been too nice.
.Apparently, 1 should be
out digging up dirt on the
football team or something,
instead of focusing on the
outstanding seasons that
both the cross country and
soccer teams are having.
Anyway, anyone can feel
free to e-mail their concerns
about Falcon athletics or
about The News in general
to me at swbrownObgnet
Td love to hear your input
about our newspaper and
this sports section.
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Soccer team ready for NCAA
Scott Brown
The BC News

Wisconsin may be ranked fifth
In the country, but Bowling
Green knows they are beatable.
The Badgers, the Falcons' opponent in an NCAA first round
soccer tournament game Sunday
In Madison, Wis., were undefeated in the Big Ten this year
but lost out of conference to such
teams as Wright State and Miami
of Ohio.
So the Falcons, 16-2-2 on the
season, know they have a good
chance.
"It proves that this team is beatable," junior midfielder Joe

Mahler

Burch

Burch said. "They beat some
good teams, but they've lost a
few, too."
Among the teams the Badgers
have lost to, the Falcons shut out
Miami earlier this season. Coach
Mel Mahler says that his team
will stay with what has got his

team to this point, but adn.
some of Miami's philosophy will
trickle in.
"Miami is a very good counterattacking team," Mahler said.
"The teams that have beaten
Wisconsin have played that way,
so we'll play that way. We have
more mobility than Miami and
we can track a little bit better.
"One thing we have to be careful of is when they have had to
win big ballgames, they have. So
they've stepped it up when they've had to."
The Falcons have stepped it up
at crunch time, as well. After losing to Akron during the regular
season, BG came back to beat

leers
host
Ferris,
WMU

ture, skillful team," Mahler said
"They have seven seniors They
are a very talented team from a
standpoint that they possess the
ball very well."
"They are a tough, physical
team," senior back Dave Michels
said. "In a lot of ways, they are
similar to us."
Michels will draw the toughest
defensive assignment in Wisconsin's Travis Roy. The Falcon defense has played outstanding ball
for the past few weeks, giving up
only a single goal - Davidson's
second half marker in Sunday's
play-in game - since Oct. 25.
See SOCCER, page eleven.

BG volleyball
team enters
MAC tourney
Jeremy Yohe
The BG News

Pat Murphy
The BC News

No two teams in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
mirror each other more than
Western Michigan and Bowling
Green.
"They're like us. We don't have
one guy that is going to go out
and score fifty goals a season,"
said Falcon defenseman Chad
Ackerman. "They have a good
nucleus of forwards that are going to plug away. They have a lot
of guys that work hard and plug
away and get the goals."
The Broncos play two strong
lines with the two other lines relieving the top two - much like
BG with the Mike Hall and Curtis
Fry lines being the top two.
WMU defenseman Steve Duke,
a Canstar/CCHA All-Rookie
selection last year, is tied for
third in overall league scoring
with 14 points in 10 games. Duke
provides scoring from the blueline like Falcon defenseman Kelly Perrault who is also among
the league's scoring leaders.
"Their team sounds exactly
like us," Perrault said. "They've
got good goaltending, good defense and strong forwards. It
should be a matchup of two similar teams."
Goaltending was a question
mark for the Broncos at the start
of the season but freshman Marc
Magliarditl has answered the
call. Magliarditi is 7-2 overall
this season and has a 2.78 goals
against average and a .909 save
See ICERS, page eleven.

them in the MAC tournament.
Tied with 25 minutes to go
against Davidson, they erupted
with two more goals for the victory.
By the same token as Wisconsin, Burch hopes that the teams
BG has played show how strong a
team they are.
"Against two quality opponents
in Indiana and SMU, we've had
success," Burch said. "We have
all the confidence In the world."
Wisconsin carries a 15-4-1 record into the contest and are the
number one seed in the Midwest
Region. Bowling Green is listed
as the number four seed.
"Wisconsin is a composed, ma-

courtciy/RCSU Sports 1

Senior Jodl Olson and the rest of the Falcon volleyball team hope
to make a run In the MAC tournament, starting tonight In Oxford
against Miami University.

By winning the last four
matches of the season to get
into the Mid-American Conference tournament. Bowling
Green's volleyball team overcame one obstacle.
They will
face an even
larger obstacle on Friday
in Oxford,
Ohio.
Standing in
the Falcons'
way will be
the number
one seed in
Esslinger
the tournament, Miami (23-5, 15-2 MAC).
At 15-12 overall and 9-8 in the
MAC, BG secured the fourth
seed.
In the regular season matches, the Redskins won in three
games both times. But the Falcons are no doubt playing their
best volleyball of the season.
"The first half [of the
season] we felt that Miami was
unbeatable," senior Carlyn
Esslinger said. "But we are
peaking at the right time going
Into the tournament."
"We are going to need a
strong performance from
everyone," senior Jodi Olson
added. "It is in our reach to
beat them, but we are going to
have to play better than the
past two times we faced them."
Miami Is led by Lauren
Hirsch and Lori Relnhart. The
two lead their team and the

MAC In hitting percentage
with a .325 efficiency.
The last time these two
teams met in the tournament
was In 1991. BG defeated the
Redskins in the championship
15-9,15-10,15-7.
The following two years saw
the Falcons lose in the finals to
Ball State in 1992 and MU lost
in the finals to the the Cardinals in 1993.
BG was the team to beat
three years ago in the tournament, but this year Miami has
the stronger team and the Falcons will need to tap all of their
resources to succeed.
"We need to be confident,
aggressive and dominant when
we take the floor," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said.
"Carlyn is in everyone's scouting report of Bowling Green so they are going to key in on
her. But she is still going to
have to rise to the occasion."
Esslinger will once again be
called upon to provide the
offensive punch. She leads the
MAC in kills per game with
5.18 and is third In the MAC
with 3.20 digs per game.
But Van De Walle points out
that if the Falcons are going to
advance in the tournament,
others will have to step up.
"The real test will come in
Mamie [Simpson], Lori [Hilton] and Kelsha [Wilkins] playing steadily - That's what we
need," Van De Walle said.
Friday's match Is slated to
start at 8 p.m.

Price holds confidence
Cross country team prepared for NCAA meet
wish they could be there, but it is
difficult to become one of the top
23 teams In the nation."
This is going to be the biggest
History Is being made In Bowling Green cross country on Mon- challenge that the Falcons are going to have to face this year.
day in Ames, Iowa
There the Bowling Green Bowling Green is ranked 23rd in
the nation and every team that is
women's cross
ranked ahead of them will be
country team
running against them. This meet
will be competthe focus will not be on Just three
ing In the
or four teams that Bowling
NCAA ChamGreen will have to go up against,
pionship. This
but on 22.
is not only the
first time that
But the Falcons are not daunthe Falcons
have made it to
Price ted by the task.
"We have proved that we can
the NCAA
run with the better teams, [MichChampionship,
but it's a first time that any team igan and Wisconsin] we can do it
courtny/S(t»t Ptlet
from the Mid-American Confer- again," Price said. "We are not
going out there Just happy to be
Falcons (l-r) Kristen Gaddls, Renee Strayer and Suzanne It CO hope to ence have ever been there.
"This is a rare event," coach there, we are going out to place
post a solid showing for Bowling Green Monday at the NCAA cross
Steve Price said. "Many teams high and do well."
country meet in Ames, Iowa.
Steve Wildman
The BG News

Price has set three goals for his
team.
"Our first goal Is to finish in
the top IS. If we run like I know
that we can, our second goal is to
finish in the top 10. Our third
goal is to have someone place as
an All-Amerlcan," Price said.
The first 25 American runners
will qualify as AU-American atheletes. Bowling Green has a shot
for any one or two of its top three
runners to finish as AilAmericans. Tracey Loai, Suzanne
Isco, and Kristen Gaddls have
been the front runners for the
Falcons all season and they have
the best shot at finishing in the
country's Top 25.
One runner who has come on
strong in this late season and has
helped to push BO to a third
See CONFIDENT, page ■twin.
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Falcons get past Explorers in scrimmage
Scott Brown
The BC News

The Bowling Green men's basketball team exhibited the fruits
of youth
Thursday night
in their final
scrimmage of
the preseason.
The Falcons
defeated the
D.C. Explorers
105-84 at Anderson Arena,
but the means
to this win
Larranaga
traveled a rocky road.

"I felt our defensive conversion was not what it needs to be,"
said head coach Jim Larranaga
after a night on which his Falcons
allowed the Explorers a number
of easy baskets.
"We gave up way too many
easy baskets to them in transition. I think part of it was we
got off to a quick start, almost
like it was going to be easy."
Bowling Green scored the first
nine points of the game, only to
see the Explorers came back to
lead several times through the
remainder of the first half. The

Falcons needed another spurt,
this time coming out of the halftime break, to speed away to victory.
"We had good defensive pressure on the ball for the most part
and we have to be more solid as
far as help side," senior Shane
Komives said. "Penetration really hurt us, plus transition-wise
we didn't get back really well."
The Falcons still won easily,
even with point guard Antonio
Daniels on the bench. Daniels
missed the game with a shoulder
sublexatlon, and will miss 7-10

Howe to manage Oakland
The Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. - Art Howe
is presiding over another youth
movement. This time, he hopes to
stick around to reap (he benefits.
The Oakland Athletics, whose
new owners intend to cut payroll
by emphasizing young talent
over more expensive veteran
players, hired Howe on Thursday. He signed a two-year contract with a club option for a
third season.
"It might take a little while to
get us going but I'm going to dedicate myself to bringing a
championship back to Oakland,"
Howe said. "Hopefully, it won't

take as long as some of us think.
But we're certainly going to develop a very competitive team, a
young team and it's going to get
better and better, and hopefully
we're^all going to be here when
we're on top."
Howe, 48, succeeds Tony La
Russa, who left the A's to manage
the St. Louis Cardinals.
General manager Sandy Alderson said Howe is known for his
patient teaching style, which was
seen as a critical attribute given
the A's direction. Alderson said
the A's also were impressed with
Howe's five-year managing tenure with the Houston Astros, during which he oversaw the team's

rebuilding program.
"Not only does he have managerial experience but he has experience within the context that
our team will develop next year,"
Alderson said. "He has worked
with young players. He has taken
a young group and developed
them over a period of time into a
championship-caliber, very
competitive organization."
The Astros, with such budding
stars as Jeff Bagwell and Craig
Biggio, seemed poised for consistent upper division finishes
but Howe was fired after the
team went 85-77 in 1993. He
worked as an advance scout for
the Los Angeles Dodgers.

MONDAY - SATURDAY 6:30am - 11pm
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausage, Pancakes or Toast and Homefries or
Coffee - $2.65
Sausage Gravy Biscuits - $3.29
ALL YOU CAN EAT PANCAKES - $3.19

SUNDAYS

days heading towards the team's
Nov. 27 opener at home against
Heidelberg.
All five starters had at least 16
points for Bowling Green, led by
freshman Anthony Stacey with
19. Komives and freshman DeMar Moore each had 18, followed
by Jay Larranaga with 17 and
Dayon Ninkovic with 16.

erans out there the responsibility
fell on other peoples' shoulders,
and I feel they probably learned
a lot," Larranaga said. "That's
what these games are about, is
learning. I think we learned, and
we learned by making some mistakes but we also did some very
good things as well."

Stacey with his 19 points and
Moore with his 18 counters. All
19 of Stacey's points came in the
second half, at one point scoring
13 consecutive BG points.

"I thought Stacey really
showed some aggressiveness at
the start of the second half," Larranaga said. "He was pretty quiet
Bowling Green dominated the in the first half."
boards against the Explorers,
The Falcons' inconsistency, getting them 39-26. The Falcons
Moore had six steals for the
particularly on defense, could be grabbed 29 defensive rebounds.
Falcons, while Larranaga had six
considered a product of youth.
steals.
"We're a very, very young
Several of the freshmen conDamien Ross led the D.C. Exteam, and without one of our vet- tinued to impress, particulary plorers in points with 17.

Vaughn edges Belle for
American League MVP
Ben Walker
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Mo Vaughn
beat out Albert Belle for the
AL MVP award Thursday In
one of the closest elections
ever, a vote that called Into
question whether the Cleveland star's surliness cost him
the honor.
The two sluggers tied for the
AL RBIs lead with 126. Belle,
however, led the majors with
SO home runs in the shortened
season and became the first
player to get 100 extra-base
hits since Stan Musial in 1948.
Belle has earned a reputation, however, for being uncooperative and downright
rude to reporters - who do the
voting. He is expected to be
penalized by major league
baseball this month for berating a television reporter during
the World Series, although that
outburst came after all 28 ballots were returned.
"I guess it really does say
something," Vaughn said at a
news conference In Boston,
held at a center where founded
a youth development program.

"People are looking at the
whole thing and that it's just
not numbers."
A letter that accompanies the
official ballot to members of
the Baseball Writers Association of America lists the five
rules - which have remained
unchanged since the original
ballot in 1931 - to consider.
The third guideline: "General
character, disposition, loyalty
and effort."
Vaughn, regarded by media
members and fans as one of the
nice guys in baseball, hit .300
with 39 home runs as the first
baseman for the AL East
champion Boston Red Sox. Belle batted .317 as an All-Star
out fielder for the Indians, who
had the best record In baseball.
Vaughn received 12 firstplace votes, 12 seconds and
four thirds for a total of 308
points. Belle got 11 first-place
votes, 10 seconds and seven
thirds for 300 points. Had just
one more first-place vote
changed positions, Belle would
have won.
"I know that he had some
great numbers," Vaughn said.
"If It's numbers, he probably

would win."
Seattle designated hitter Edgar Martinez received four
first-place votes and was third
with 244 points and Indians reliever Jose Mesa got the other
first-place vote and was fourth
with 130.
The eight-point margin between Vaughn and Belle was
the ninth closest in MVP history, and the closest since Willie
Stargell and Keith Hernandez
tied for the 1979 NL honor.
The tightest AL election also
Involved a question of character when Joe DiMaggio beat
Ted Williams 202-201 in 1947.
Williams won the Triple Crown
that season, but was left off the
10-pi ace ballot by a Boston
writer who did not like the
sometimes-snarly Red Sox
star.
"It's important to have character," Vaughn said.
The voting was done was by
28 writers - two from each
league city.
Jack O'Connell, who covers
the New York Yankees for The
Hartford Courant, said he
listed Vaughn first.

6 oz. Sirloin Steak, 3 eggs, Pancakes or Toast or Homefries
or Coffee - $5.25
THE

EARLY DEADLINE

BG
NEWS

due to Thanksgiving break
ForTues., Nov. 28
r\~~-in~~
Dead
lines:

372-2601

Center for Wellness and
Prevention Call 372-9355
for more info.

Benefits to
Kicking the Habit
1. reduces the risk of disease and smoking related deaths
2. decreased number of colds
3. Improved quality of life

4. more spending money
5. tease ef freedom
6. less stress »y getting rid of an addiction
7. better Image to younger people who have not started smoking
8. fewer respiratory problems and allergy symptoms for people living In my household
g. more Job opportunities that wouldn't be limited by smoking
10. Improved postoperative recovery time after any surgeries
11.
12.
13.
14.
19.
16.
17.
15.
19.
a.

oH" S&

Improved sease of taste aad smell
Improved mental abilities
better Insurance premiums
fewer dental problems
fewer wrinkles
fewer hassles from non-smokers
Improved hearing ami vision
no worry ef falling asleep with a cigarette aad starting a Are
reduced litter from filter, ashes, and paper
clothes and hair that smell fresh ■

fe^B
C&fetfeia&G'

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
28.
27.
28.

a* cigarette bams in furniture or clothes
no Irritability ef searching for a cigarette when there Isn't one around
no yellow film on windows and furniture from smoke
feeling ef control and confidence that I ivercami cigarette smoking
mom social acceptance
reduced risk ef car aceIdents
Increased stamina
Increased sources of pleasures and stress management developed from
quitting
29. cleanercar
30. personal satisfaction

Classified Ads - Mon. Nov. 27, 2 p.m.
_, . .. _
.. n, . p.m.
Display flds - Tuss. Nov. 21,4

KAPPA
DELTA
Big/Lil Revealing Oct 27,1995
BIGS

LITTLES

Karen McCann
Michelle Buschur
Christina Basarab
Wendy Braatz
Jennifer Matthews
Molly Sharp
Melissa Fatica
Amy Flowers
Amy Flowers
Sarah Emily Peterson
Sarah Emily Peterson
Jennifer Hamilton
Halle Gilbert

Kristen Madisen
Amanda Erchenbrecher
Christina Tasker
Lauren Fisk
Robin Temming
Krista Zarakis
Katy Creecy
Jen Jorden
Kelly Wuench
Sharon Risner
Gebrielle Etesse
Jennifer Christian
Kim Donato

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces its Fall 1996 Listings!
• Columbia Court Apartments
•East Merry Apartments
•Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee Avenue Apartments
.^
!
•Ridge Manor Apartments
«r
•Many other apartments and houses

Run in for a complete listing of
available apartments & housesi
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

i
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m
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CCHR League Standings
as of Sunday, Nov. 12
Team (Overall Record)
GP
1. Western Michigan (8-2-0)
6
Michigan (7-1-0)
6
Michigan State (7-3-0)
7
4. Bowling Green (7-1-1) ,
3
5. UIC (4-2-2)
4
Lake Superior (6-2-0)
4
7. Alaska Fairbanks (2-4-1)
5
8. Notre Dame (2-8-0)
8
9. Ferris State (3-7-1)
6
10. Ohio State (3-3-0)
4
11. Miami (1-6-0)
3

w
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
0

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

L
1
1
2
0
2
2
3
6
4
3
3

PTS
10
10
10
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
0

CCHR TOD Scorers in Ou erall G ames
Name
1. Jeremy Brown
2. Justin Cardwell
3. Randy Robitaille
Steve Duke
5. Kyle Millar
Sean Tallaire
Derek Crimin
Mike Watt
Curtis Fry
Kevin Hilton
11. Anson Carter
Kelly Perrault

Team
WMU
WMU
MIA
WMU
WMU
LSSU
FSU
MSU
BGSU
MICH
MSU
BGSU

GP
10
10
7
10
10
8
11
10
9
8
10
9

A

G
8
10
4
1
10
8
8
6
3
2
5
4

12
7
10
13
3
5
5
7
10
11
7
8

PTS
20
17
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12

ICERS
Continued from page nine.

percentage. Expect Magliarditl
to start Saturday when BG hosts
the Broncos at 7 p.m. at the Ice
Arena. BG hosts Ferris State Friday at 7 p.m. at the Ice Arena.
Goals have not been a problem
for the Broncos who are 8-2-0
overall and tied for first in the
CCHA with Michigan and Michigan State. Four of the top five
league overall scorers are from
WMU.
Senior Jeremy Brown leads the

overall scoring leaders with
eight goals and 12 assists for 20
points in 10 games. He was
named CCHA Offensive Player
of the Week this week for his five
point performance against Lake
Superior and Ferris State. Brown
had a hat trick in the win over
LSSU.

appointing 17-18-5 record last day. The Falcons, ranked anyyear after making the NCAA where from fifth to eighth in
national polls, tied the Bulldogs
Tournament in 1993-94.
"Without question they are the last weekend at Ewigleben Ice
biggest surprise," said Falcon Arena. Powers was not happy
coach Buddy Powers. "But not with the way the forwards played
unexpectedly so. They have a lot in the only blemish for the Falof good players returning from cons in league play.
"All our guys have to be ready
last year in a year that was probably a little frustrating for them. to play," Power said. "To play
The Broncos were picked to I think a lot of times you get good hard and understand that they're
finish no better than fifth in competitors that will come back going to play a good tight defense
and we've got to be willing to
either of the CCHA preseason and play harder."
muck it up and do the things
polls but have emerged as the
BG must play harder than it you've got to do to win those type
surprise of the league so far this
year. They finished with a dis- did against Ferris State last Fri- of games."

Browns running
out of friends
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
■ BEREA -- The Cleveland
-Browns have very few friends
left in the area, so they certainly
can't afford to start sniping at
one another.
Yet the finger-pointing has begun now that they've lost five of
their last six games, dropping
them to 4-6 and all but ending
their hopes of repeating last
year's trip to the playoffs.
'I don't think we're falling
apart," defensive back Stevon
Moore said. "Yeah, some things
were said Monday night, but they
were said out of anger. This team
is still together. Nobody today or
tomorrow is going to be pointing
fingers."
Moore himself was upset by

SOCCER
Continued from page nine.

"I don't think I'll do anything
different," Michels said. "We've
shut down a lot of quality players
this year. I'm looking forward to
it."
Mahler said that the defense

CONFIDENT
meet. The cold should not be a
factor in slowing down the Falplace district meet finish is cons this week.
Renee Strayer. She also has a
"We run well in the cold - we
chance to finish with a Ailshould, since we train in the cold.
American berth.
"I feel confident that we will It is not going to affect us," Price
have at least have one runner said.
Bowling Green is competing at
who will finish as a AilAmerican. No Falcon woman a level that might intimidate
cross country runner as ever other teams, but not the Falcons.
"Some kids might would be
made All-American," Price said.
Last week freezing tempera- overwhelmed by the big schools,
tures postponed the district but we're not," Price said.

Continued from page nine.

the offense's lack of production
in Monday night's 20-3 loss in
Pittsburgh, and he suggested
afterward that Cleveland St. Ignatius - the best high school
team in the area - could have
done better.
"Guys say things in the heat of
the moment, but they regret it
afterward," said safety Bennie
Thompson. "We know we're all in
this thing together. I don't think
the team is pulling apart. If anything, we're coming closer
together."
Many of the Browns players
have been on edge since it was
revealed two weeks ago that
owner Art Modell would be moving the franchise to Baltimore
next season. In the two games
since the news broke, Cleveland
has gone 0-2 and has been outscored 57-13.

will probably be the key against
the Badgers, who control the ball
well on offense.
"We're going to have to do a
real good Job of wanting to be
patient on defense and not dive in
on tackles too early," Mahler
said. "Our forwards are going to
play a key role."

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety of $eafpod
and oui "own" clam chowder.
Inch dams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar and baked potato.

pen 11:30-1:30
esi "

Bengals trying
to avoid *P word
Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Coach Dave
Shula won't use the "P" word.
Neither will his players.
The Cincinnati Bengals could
put themselves in position to contend for a playoff spot by beating
the Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday, but they don't even want to
think about It.
They won't even say the word.
"It's a week-to-week deal with
this team," middle linebacker
Steve Tovar said. "A couple
weeks ago we were 'contending.'
After we beat Pittsburgh, we
were 'contending for the division.' Then, all of a sudden, we're
the '30th-ranked defense' and we
'cant score in the red zone' with
our offense...
"I don't buy any of that. All I
look forward to is the next
game."
This next game most likely will
decide their season -- and
whether they have any hope
whatsoever of making the
playoffs.
By beating the Steelers in
Pittsburgh on Oct. 19, the Bengals (4-6) gave themselves a big
advantage in the AFC Central.
Another victory in the rematch
Sunday at Riverfront Stadium
would leave them with a series
sweep, the first tiebreaker
should they finish tied with
Pittsburgh for first place.
Cincinnati will trail Pittsburgh
by one game with five to play if it
manages the sweep. A loss by the
Bengals would leave them three
games back with five to play, a
near-impossible situation.
By any measure, it's a huge
game. Even Bill Cowher, the
Steelers' cautious coach, will
concede that much.
"Obviously it's a very important game for both teams," Cowher said Thursday in a conference call.
Bengals coach Dave Shula
won't even go that far. All he'll

talk about is division record, not
a division championship.
"Division wins are of paramount importance, and we have
an opportunity to come away
with the best division record in
our division if we're able to win
out, win our last three division
games," Shula said.
If Shula won't even mention
the playoffs, it's no wonder his
players won't, either.
Quarterback Jeff Blake, one of
the more outspoken players, was
asked twice about the significance of Sunday's game. Twice,
he ducked.
"Uh, we're not looking at (the
playoff ramifications). We're
looking at each week going out
and playing as hard as possible,"
Blake said. "We've been in every
game we've played this year. Nobody has blown us out, and we
take pride in that."
If the Bengals don't sound like
a playoff team, perhaps it's because they don't resemble one,
either. They have the league's
worst defense and have won just
two of their last eight games.
By contrast, the Steelers (6-4)
have won their last three and are
in position to take command of
the division. If they beat the
Bengals, they'll maintain at least
a two-game lead with five games
left.
"We're very aware of our situation," Cowher said. "I think Cincinnati is aware of their situation, which will make this a very
important football game on Sunday.
"At the same time, momentum
is a funny thing. The one thing
you can't ever do is take it for
granted and lose sight of how you
start and maintain playing good
football."
And the way the entire division
has gone, it wouldn't be entirely
surprising if the championship
goes down to the final week, regardless of what happens Sunday.
"Anything can happen in this
division," Blake said.

WHEN SMOKERS QUIT
Within 20 minutes of smoking that last cigarette
the body begins a series ot changes that
continues for years
20 MINUTES

1YEAR

• Blood pressure drops to
normal
• Pulse rate drops to normal
• Body temperature of hands
and teat Increase ta normal

• Excessive risk ol
coronary heart disease
Is halt that ol a smoker

8 HOURS
Carbon monoxide level In
blood drops to normal
Oxygon level In blood
Increases to normal

24H0UR8
• Chance ot heart attack

decreases

48 HOURS
• Nerve endbiga start
regrowtng
• Malty tosmeBand
taste Is enhancsd

2 WEEKS to 3 MONTHS

5 YEARS
• Lung cancer death rate
for average former
smoker (one pack a day)
decreases by almost nan
• Stroke risk Is reduced
to that ol a mmsmoker
6-15 years after quitting
• Risk of cancer ol the
mouth, throat and
esophagus is hatl that ot a
smoker

10 YEARS
• Lung cancer death rate
similar to that ot nonsmokers
• Precancerous cells art
replaced
• Risk ot cancer of the mouth
throat, esophagus,
__ Madder, kidney, ami
pancreas decreases

• Circulation improvea
• Walking Decomes easier
Lung function Increases up to 30 percent

1 to 9 MONTHS
• Coughing, atom congestion, fatigue
shortness ol breath decrease
• CBa regrow In lungs, Increasing
ibatty to handle mucus, dean the
lungs, reduce Infection
• Body's overan" energy kicreasss

Free Reg. Chip :

w/purchase of Single!
Wing Order
I

-Qe. „

rhl_

Breast & Chip
Combo $3.29

Valid only w* coupon. NttwMwtt J Valid only with coupon Ktotvi«d*Mh

;

Source: American Cancer Society;
Centers for disease conirol and
prevention

.
;
i

oih.spieirt.7779082X91 ■> S^".^^- - - 998*X9\.!

WHERE IS YOUR HAT?

15 YEARS
Risk of
coronary
heart
is that ola

Questions:
call the Center for
Wellnessand
Prevention

372-9355

Try to study on the weekends
i
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Al-Anoo/ Adull ChiIdr en o' Alcoholics
Si. Thomas More Pol Ed. Room
Frldaye730
AUA—AMA — AMA
Come jo-n us on Friday, Nov. 17ft ai 5:00pm
lor HAPPY HOURS at BW-3. All AMA mambars and marketing (acuity are welcome I Hope
loseeyoumerel
AMA —AMA—AMA
ATTENTIONIIATTENTIONII
STUDENT AND FACULTY
BGSUBLCODMOeiLE
NOVEMBER 1317
103OAM4 30PM
' AMANIRM (BASEMENT Of COMMONS]

Hava your apartment or housa cleaned Monthly raias available. Cal 353-3414.
Word Processing - Returnei. Term Papart.
Thesis, Dissertations, on laser printer

Call 352-67065 (9-9)

PERSONALS
fl Awesome Spring Breakl Panama Cityl
Early Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen $129 Walk To Bast Baral Kay Weal
•259! Cocoa Beach Hilton (1691 Pnces Increase 11/21 A 12/151 1800-676-6386*1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Speoaii! m%Lowest Price Ouarantaa! 7
Nighu Air Item Columbus A hotel 1399I Book
Earlyl Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.

GIVE THE GIFT OF UFE
...GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLOODMOBILE
NOVEMBER 13-17
1030AM430PM
AMANI RM. (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

#1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
CruselEarly Specials' 7 Days $2791 Includes
is Meals s 6 Parties' Prices Increase 12/151
Spring Break Travel 1 -800-678-6386.

Phi U • Congratulations' Phi U
Fall 1995 Honor InHlalaa:
Dr. Chibucos
Vicki Knaverhase
Dr. Ponnoll
Dr. Ruasel

Congratulations to Melissa Tina
on her pinning to FUI Doug Berrlckmanl

Way to go Jenny Robertson on being
chosen as outstanding New Member
olthsWeekl

S.C.E.C.
"• PHI MU • • • PHI MU •"

Meeting: Sunday Nov. 19
Time: 6-8PM
Place: 115 Education

Call Tricla at 372-1509.

Female Subleaser - This Spring Term
Quiet. Spacious townhouse w/ own
washer A dryer. Fun roommates. Call
Sarah ©352 5938

FUNDS TO AID CHILDREN IN WAR-TORN
COUNTRIES
Please send all questions/donations to
Bow ng Green Stale University
University Haii
Aiding Children ol War
PO Box 190
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Checks payable to EITHER:
AIDING CHILDREN OF WAR or
UN KEF- ATLANTA
For more information about O m pic
Aid-Atlanta call:
1-800-FOII-KIDS

Congratulations to Bethany Hodakievic
on being elected as Panhellenic VP of
Rho Chis!
We're proud of you!

CIO

HIGHWAY AUTO KIT Don't leave home
without HI Contains lira gauge, first aid kit,
lea scraper, flaahllght (with battery) trunk
tie-down atrap and more. A bargain st
$19.98. Raymond Gifts 9051 W. St. Hwy EE,
Sprlnqllsld,MO65802.
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULING
TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED.
PCK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIVERSITY
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
21.1995.

UAO WEEKEND MOVIE
BATMAN FOREVER
NOV. 17 4 NOV. 18
111 OLSCAMP HALL
7OO-930-MIDNIGHT $2.00
SPONSORED BY UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
Attention Spring Breakers! Jamaica/Cancun
$389, Bahamas $359. Flonda $129. Sell trips,
earn cash, $ go tree! 1 -800-234-7007.
Babysitting in my BG home, days. Lots of TLC.
Call Donna at 352-8987

CHARIOT EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION
Airports, bus/train stations. HOME!
Any city ol your choice!
4 people ride for the price ol one'
Same destination only. Ride in a
Luxury Sedan for Taxi rates!
Advance reservations suggested.
Call GENIE NOWat419-266-6338.

Foreign Students.
Greencard Program available.
1-800-660-7167 & (818,882-9681
Grants snd Scholarships are available. Billions ol dollars In financial aid. Qualify Immediately. 1-8004004209.

Management Inc.
215 E. PoeRd.
Huge 1 bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking
Starts at $330/mo & elec

AGO"AGO'AGO
CONGRATULATIONS
Kelly Hepke
For Being Elected as
President of Panhellenic Council
and
Catherine Klapach
For Being Elected as
Vice Presideni of RUSH
lor Panhellenic Council
We are so proud of you guysl
AGD'AGD'AGD

Been There? Seen It? Done It?
Need something new In your romance?
Send $S .95 . $3.00 S»H, check or MO. to:
2002 Things to do on a Dale
PO.Boi6407.Tolado12
Toledo. OH 43612

Needed: Subleaser for Spring. Own Room,
share kitchen and bath. $160/mo. Call Doug
@ 353-6056.
RESUME BUILDER
Prane Margins- BGSU's Fine Arts Magazine
needs staff for spring issue. Editors, Market
incyAdvertising, Public Relations, Graphic Design. For an Interview cal Michael at 373-6603.

PHI MU'SIGMA CHI

"Way logo Hummer and Mo"
PHI MU'SIGMA CHI

Picture Thial
The Key Yearbook is looking for reliable photographers interested in gaining experience
while working for our annual publication. We
are looking for people with some photography
experience and who own a camera. For more
information call us at The Key. 372-8086.

Roommate Wanted for Spring.
Prefer non-smoking female. $18S/mo. ♦ gas.
electric. Own Rooml Call 352-5004.
Spnng subleaser needed Own room, cheap
rent. Pay no utilities. Call 354-6169.
Subleaser Needed Irnmediateryll
One female subleaser needed lor 1996 Spring
Semester Located on Pike Si. 1/2 block from
campus. Excellent condition. No Pels. Rent
$193.75 a month . electric. Could move In
ASAPI If interested please call Shannon at
354-2181.
Subleaser needed to share apt. at Campus
Manor. Will have own room, only need lo pay
elec. Call 354-6616.
Subleaser needed, doss lo campus, low rent,
all utilities paid except gas, quiet roommate
Call Jason al 353-4041.

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Canter

Subleaser needed immediately. Call alter 5pm
352-8081.

Reggae • Ark Band • Carol's 3122 Airport Hwy,
Toledo, Eastol Byrne, Sat. Nov. 18.

TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATE?
Wen, move off campus Female subleaser
needed for apartment dose to campus. (JanMay '96) Low rent and own room. Call Suzanne 354-7905.

Spring Break '96 * Travel Freed
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas
Panama City, Daytona, Padre
' Great Low. Low Prices'
' Free Trip on only 1S sales *
Call forFREE info packet
Sun Splash Tours

1-800-428-7710

SHI looking for that someone special?
204 pgs. ID put you on the nghl track
Send $8.95 • $3.00 S8H, check or MO. to:
50 ways to find a lover
P.O. Box 6407. Toledo 12
Toledo. OH 4361?

Check this out...
Pereonnel alarms are now
available lor check out al the
Hall desks.

ChlOCong ratal
To the following Dance Marathon
Committee Members:
Rachel Baker, Dawn Basham.
Amanda Bohardt, Amy Jafon,
Karin Lieoich A Jodi McCuloch
CM O Congratal

Needed: 1 Subleaser for etfedency apt. in
downtown BG. $29S/mo • mil. Call 384-8014
for details.

Roommate lor beautiful apt. Spring semester.
Close to campus, with great roommates. Dec.
and May paid I Can 353-6500'

The sisters ol Phi Mu would
like to congratulate
Kelly Mcriarty
on her recent lavaliering
to Sigma Cta
Todd Humenasnskyli

Brewsters Pour House
Da Funk Nuggets Sat- No Cover
Come dance and party.

Brewsters Pour Housa
Special Turkey Ruben A cup ol soup $4.28
or Gyro Sub A cup of soup $4.25

Male subleaser for Spring
Rent $163X10/ Low utilities
Close to campus
Call Ricardo354 6176

Hsppy Sweetest Deyf

-

Alpha Phi -KA Alpha Phi
Thank you Alpha Phi's for a much appreciated
evening of tunl You gala Rockl
Love. The Gentlemen of Kappa Alpha
Alpha Phi'KA'Alpha Phi

Halpl We ara graduating and willing to
make you a deal. We pay 2 monlha, you pay
3. 2-3 subMaaets needed. 2 bdrm i 1/2
bath, dishwasher, ak conditioning, walk-in
closets, very dean apartment Only pay electnc. Call 353-9222 or leave message.

Rmie. wanted lo share 2 bdrm
2 bath apt. in Perrysburg
$275;rro« 1/2 elec. Call
Den seal672-2153

KJ-

100% Wool Sweaters® $35ea.
Pus wool hats, gloves, mittens, etc.
JT's Carry Out
405 THurstin Ave.

S.C.E.C.

Help1 Female Subleaser needed for Spring
Semester. Close to campus. $160/mo. . elec
trie. Great roommates! Please cal 384-6139.

Needed female subleaser for spring semstar to
share a 3 BR apt. Own bedroom and bath.
Ckise to campus Ca'l 353-8129

The Big 2311!

— PHIMU"'PHIMU —

Topic: Parents or children
with Disabilities

Female subleaaer needed for Spring semester.
Low rent, dose 10 campus. Call 353-4518.

Happy Birthday

" PHI MU " FUI " PHI MU " FUI "

•PHIMU"PHIMU-

Studenl Council for
Exceptional Children
All Special Ed Mates Welcome

December Gradualeal
I am in deeperata need ol4 graduation tickatel WIH buy them horn youl

" PHI MU " FIJI" PHI MU " FUI"

"PWMU--PHIMU"
Phi U • Congratulation ■ Phi U
Fain 995 New InHlalaa:
Julia Addiaon, Anita Crooi. Michelle Rkwardl.
Tina Skouroukoa, Amanda Smith. Amy Wardan, and Tracy WSunson.

DELTA TAU DELTA
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
President- Rob Burdtne
V.P. Internal- Kevin Kale
V.P. External- Dave Banks
V.P. Rush-Mike Gral
V.P. Academics- Mke Hauser
Treasurer- Jeremiah Deuslow
Recording Sec Jimmy Weckesser
Corresponding Sac.- Joe Earley
Sgt. al Arms- Slave I c i
House Guide- Man Ray
Delia Tau Delta

XO'XO'XO'XO
Congratulations to
Chnsiine Slewa/t on
her recent lavaliering to
Theta Chi Scon Jackson
XO'XO'XO'XO

WANTED
1 Female Roommate needed tor fan semester
2bdrm..A/c.Fum.,11/2bath mil. pd.
$260/mo. Cal 353-2428

Dayca/e in our home. 2nd semester
Flexible Hours. Cat. 354-1076.
Gel on the Fast Track
Earn your if u© potential by joining on ol America's fasiost growing telecommunications Co.
Flexible hours. Excellent pay. Call now,
686-0111.
If you ara looking to gain experience in MarketIng. Management. Logistics. Sales, or General
Buiinaaa. callOTP al 1-800-356-5987 QTP is
curranHy hiring motivated students to fill positions in Maumee, Sylvania. Perryaburg. and
Toledo. Earn $7,0OO-$101000 while gaining a
possible internship. Positions are filled on a
finl come first serve basis.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up lo $25 - $45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan. Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teach ng background or Asian language's required.
For Into, call (206) 632-1146 ext. J55442.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal S fulltime employment available at National Parks,
Forasis a Wildlife Preserves. Benefits • bonuseslCall: 1-206-545-4604 exi.NSS443.
National publisher of three trade magazines,
based in Woodville. OH. seeks production coordinator with background in graphic design.
Must posess strong communication and organizational skills. Should be familiar with computer graphics and page layout software. Salary
based on experience; health and dental plans;
401-K. Call Shawn Zurver at Modem Trade
Commmunications, (419)649-3109.8 lo 9 am.
or-330-4:30 p.m.. before Nov. 22.
Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canion, and
more. Call 1-800-887-1960.
'
Part-time clerical posn-on lor Spring Semester
available at Student Legal Services. Candidate
needs good communication skills, typing skills,
and experience with WordPerfect. Send resume and a copy of class schedule to Tammi
Nagucki at Student Legal Services. 327 University Union BGSU by December 1.1995.
Pan-time cook needed. Musi be good worker
w/ neat appearance. Apply in person. BG
Country Club. Good pay. 923 Fairview Ave
Call 352-3100
RESORT JOBS
Students Needed)
Earn to $l2/hr. ♦ tips. Theme parks, Hotels,
Spas, ♦ more. Destinations include Florida,
Hawaii, Colorado & So. California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
RS5442.
SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH a GO FREEH Studenl Travel Oervices is
now h.nng campus representatives. Cancun
from $399. .Jamaica from $439, Florida from
$99. Call 1-800-646-4849 for more info.
Summer Business. Are you an entrepranuer'
Great opportunity with low stan up cost Management training. Earn up to $600/week. Vehicle required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Irrigaflon at 1 -800-361 -4074.
T.A.S P International is looking for hard working, highly motivated students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gam
valuable experience to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7,000-$9,000.
Positions are being filled on a first come, first
qualified basis tn all Cleveland suburbs, Mentor. Akron, Canion, Columbus. Youngstown,
and Southeast Michigan. For more information
call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.

We are currently accepting applications for the
next Nurse Aide Training class In addition to
compeBtive wages and excellent benefits, we
are also offering a sign on bonus. To become
pan of our exceptional nursing and rehab
team, please apply in person at:
Nonhcrest Nursing and Rehab Center
240 Nonhcrest Or. At 6
Napoleon, OH 43545
E.O.E.
Window washer. Flexible hours. Own transportation required. CaH 352-5822.

FOR SALE
'85 Ford Ranger, good condition, cap and new
tires. $2.000 obo. Call 352 6539.
'90 Buick Skylark- Sharp! White ext./Red int.
Auto, 4 cyd.. 2 door, good gas mileage. Asking
$5,000. Call 823-1162 or 372-2458
2 apts. available now or second somesier. 1
brand new. Great locations many extras. Rent
varies w/ a of people Call 353-1731.
Computer for sate. Fax, modem, laser printer,
monitor included. Asking $1200 MUST SELL)
Call 372-5280.
Honda Civic '86. 4-door, sedan, automatic.
Asking $1650 OBO Call 353 5816.
Sofa Sleeper, queen size
$l00obo
Call 353-5218

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. turn. apt. avail.
Dec. 2 724 6th St. New carpet'
Call 3540914 for details.
2 or 3 bdrm. ranch lor rent. 612 7th Street
$695/mo. + util. 1 bath, wsrvdry. Nice garden
Call 474-S344 btwn 9-5 M-F.
Apt. available Immedlatly for sublease. One
female needed $181.2S7mo. There are 3
bdrms. and 2 balhrms. Sublease until 5/98.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Maximum ot four people allowed. Close to campus. Columbia Cls. Call 353-6517 or
419-866-0685 tor more Info.
Female roommate needed for 2 bedroom, 2 lull
bath. A<C. dishwasher. Call 353-0252.
HOUSES & APTS. FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apl. 3

3530325
Also, well mail listing!
Large 1 BR available now! $4i0vmo gas heat
included. Call 352-9661.
Male roommate needed for Spnng '96. Own
room. $i90/mo. Free sewer, water, and gas.
Spliielectric and phone Call 354-7039.
Male Subleaser. own room $225 * elec. share
apt. w/one person. Available now, call
353-0911 or 625-6291.
Out'! & Neat Female subleaser needed for
spring &7or summer. Located on E Wooster
across from Kohl Hall. $2l5/mo. * Electric.
Own Room. Call 354 5802.
Quiet i Bdrm apt. avail.
Jan. All UTJI pd. except gas & elec.
Call 353-3017

HELP WANTED
$ Holiday Cash $
If you need holidsy cssh snd hsvs sxcellent
sails, please can usl We need data entry people, typists, survey coders, snd packagers for
Short term/temporary positions. Many shifts
available. $5 00-$6.00 per hour. Call your
friends, and carped Call Parti al Supplemental
Staffing at 474-S367. TODAYI
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For Into cal 301-306-1207.
$35.00tVYR. INCOME potential
Readme
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R-2076
for details.
Cheddar's
Now open In Findlsy
Cheddar's is great place for students seeking a
challenging A rewarding atmosphere that can
be shaped around any school schedule. We
offer grsst starting pay A FT or FT positions!
And ws sre only 15 min. away Irom BGI Corns
see us st:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Titlm Ave (in Irani ol Me.jar)
Findlay. OH 45840
(419)423-4499
Accepting Applications dally.

u ;

The BG News
&

Unigraphics
will be
closed on
Wednesday
November 22

December Graduates!

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St.
Semester Lease ~ 1 bdrm,
$400/mo & elec/gas
(1-8-96 to 5-31-96)

I am In desperate need ot 4 graduation ticket"! will buy them Iron you!
Call Tricla at 972-1509

2 Female subleasers needed
Spring Semester
Large apt.. Close to Campus-furnished.
Call 352 7547II interested

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39 00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Maf 354-1614

Apartment available Spring Semester
Only utilities are electric snd phone.
A/C, right next to campus.
3534247

IF?5

Quesadilk
Combo

I

lQuesadllla.1 Loaded

burrlto, Sm. churroe, 12 oz.
Froaen Cocktail...

$6.99
— *>

l.'p, 15%

OFF

fieri//

K./V ENTIRE
*
ORDER IF
53B ORDERED
UTTH BEFORE
OTHER
COUPONS
OR OFFER

Childcsrs in my horns. 2 children.
$5/hr. Some evenings. Approx. 10-i5hrs/wk
Call 354-0681 after 5:30.

^aa
HUNGRY
COMBO
toorledburrtleUpiece
popper, faco or bean burrlto
with IOW cream. ondaOoi
f roam cod to, I

Toco Kit
Delivered
Indudm ever yrring
needed lo mate Ion fresh
. . •ocos

Nui \wK>»mi uTwm
OXTOM on ara

[ v tf) (LGbfMXgW 1 4t fI'M »

50

$6.00 Minimum Sr/T HOME TOMOTAND CML fOR SOME GREAT
for delivery
TtPflCW FOOOl
Located at 1616

353 " ICICO

IastWoo»ter

CINEMARK THEATRES
MII

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

[499 "FruityTrozcn j

be.

HEX
CINEMA 5

o** $7.49

S'fifi
^-yV
P.M.

iJMELT-

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HI RING- Earn up to
$2,000./ month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies World Travel. Seasonal
A lui-tma employment available. No
experience necessary. For more mtor mation
can 1 -206-634-0468 sit. C55442

m

BOX OFFICE OPENS
AT 4:35 MontoFri
•ACE VENTURA • PG-13
12:45. 2:55. 5:05. 7:20. Mi
•AMERICAN PRESIDENT • PG-13
12:00,2:20.4:55,7:40.10:05
COPYCAT•R
1E05,2:35,5:10.7:33.10:00
POWDER • PG-13
12:20,2:45,5:15,7:55,10:10
•GOUXNEYE • PG-13
12:15,3:15,7.-00.9:55

HBtnfartmi

HOMC HOCKCV - TONIGHT VS. FCRRIS STilTC AND TOMORROW VS. UICSTCRN!
pncH TH€ ice nneNn DND CHCCH ON THC FALCONS TO TWO cenn WINS: PRCSCNT I.D. PT DOOR.

, »w£<nttmitm
m

i»aiasifs»si"»'m '«* W.es.iSiifasai-si-Ofn's.Tii-s'/inajM
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REALITY
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3 • Album release is a Ian*
4» They don't call thei
5» CD Reviews
6* Nightmare bn^he
I wish l wCilld have just

8

My so-called putrescent life
Hey, there. The following
is the first installment of a
series of stories chronicling
some interesting experiences
with drugs and alcohol. They
are neither encouragments
nor discouragments. They are
stories, nothing more. Some
are positive, some are negative, others are just plain

goofy. I know there are plenty
of students on this campus
who've had similar experiences. Anyone with a good
decadent story is welcome to
call us. Perhaps we can sit
around and exchange stories
of distance vomiting over a
Cappucino.
The first story is a prequel
to the events I described in a
past column. The events
involving my former fugitive
friend Eric and his little
girlfriend roaming Bowling
Green and my subsequent
removal from the dorms. This
story relates to the week
before our untimely arrests.
One night, we were
drinking Wild Irish Rose

whiskey. (I'm not sure why, I
don't remember being that
drowned in poverty.) For
those who are unfamiliar with
Wild Irish Rose, suffice to say
that it is cheap wine, and that
it makes Mad Dog look like it
needs to breathe.
Anyway, we were enjoying a fairly quiet evening in
Chapman Hall. The music
was obnoxious, but the sound
was low. We were laughing,
but not to the point of losing
our bladder functions. Finally,
after achieving full tipsiness,
we decided to go for a walk.,
Bret, Dave, Julie and I.
It is odd that we waited
until we were out in the dead
of night before we decided to
get loud and silly. We were
wavering around campus and
Bret decided he wanted to
climb the one of the larger
statues on the side of the
library.
We were goofing around,
just having a good time on
the platform while Bret made
his ascent. After he perched
himself near the top, our
conversation somehow turned
to the subject of cops.
"HEY, WHERE ARE THE
F"KTN" PIGS'!" Bret
exploded with the intensity
of a blown breast implant.
"Right here," replied the
good officer who just happened to pull up on his

bicycle. "Get down."
Bret's smile sank down the
corners of his mouth, down
his neck, and disappeared
somwhere down his collar.
The officer gave him a drunkand-disorderly citation. He
left the rest of us alone. We
walked home in somber
silence, our fun stabbed
through the liver. But one
thought circled our cerebrums. If the cop did decide
to take Bret in, how would he
do it? Would he just handcuff
him to the spoke?
One week later, Eric rolled
in and waged his one-man
war with Bowling Green's
state of mind. And since Eric
was such a colorful character,
I will mention a few more of
his shenanigans. Before being
detained by the police, he
managed to: steal a life-size
Cindy Crawford cut-out from
a fraternity house window,
lose his underwear to some
girl whose name or face he
couldn't recall and fit his
entire head in a empty Bud
Light party ball.
Well, that's Account #1
for this week. One final note:
Try to imagine a classroom
where loudly passing gas is
deemed socially acceptable.
They don't think anything of
it. There is no laughing no
snorts of disgust, and no
gasps of disbelief.

TEACHER: Now I
would like a paper on Rush
Limbaugh (BRAPiShe
adjusts herself accordingly) and I don't want any
pro-Rush or anti-Rush
sentiments, just an intelligent argument regarding
his position.
STUDENT: But, don't
you think that (ERRT! he
lifts one cheek) we should
give our own personal
opinions!
The other students
(POOTIanother kid lifts

one cheek) nod in agreement.
Those who rail so
strongly against racism and
sexism discrimnate against
normal, healthy bodily
functions on a daily basis.
The prevailing anal
retentive attitudes of this
country must be overthrown.
Aaron Epple is the assistant editor of Weekend
Reality.

Melissa Lipowski - editor
Aaron Epple - Asst. Editor
Penny Brown
Ryan Honeyman
Lindsey Krout
Aaron Weisbrod

Kevin Rathge
Colleen Casey
Vicki Heckman
Ed Reed
ublished weekly during the academic school
reduction of contents is strictly prohibited,
omments or concerns to Weekend Reality,
- Green. OH 4340?or reality ebgnetbgsu.edu.
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Album release is a landmark event for northwest Ohio
Still bumming about the
cancellation of the Goober and
the Peas show this weekend in
Toledo? Do you feel as if your
big plans to venture out to "The
Glass City" have been ruined? If
so, then think again kiddies,
because a historical, landmark
event for the local music scene is
going to be happening this
weekend at the Crobar in Toledo.
Tonight and tomorrow night
celebrates the record release
party for Sin Klub
Entertainment's highly praised
compilation "Exposed II:
Spreading the Disease." '"Exposed II" is a collection of 37
bands, most of them local, onto
one double-disc set.
The CD features a variety of
different musical styles .including rock, rap, metal, alternative
and industrial, and features songs
by a number of the most popular
bands from this area.
Everyone from Five Story Fall
to Kid Rock has a song on the
album, hence exposing music
fans to bands (as well as styles of
music) that they might not have
normally heard.
Although the record was
released a few months ago, the
release party was postponed until
this weekend with good reason.
Seven different bands (each of
them featured on' 'Exposed n")
will be playing at Crobar tonight
and tomorrow night.and the lineup for both nights is absolutely
unbelievable.
Doors open at 8 pjn. both
nights and bands will start
playing at 9 pjn..
I realize that some of you out
there might be asking yourselves
"How are seven different bands

goings to have the time to set-up
the stage, play, and then clean-off
the stage in time for the next
band to play?" WfeU fear not you
loyal BGSU students, for Sin
Klub Entertainment and Crobar
have taken care of everything.
As seasoned Toledo club
veterans know, Crobar (formerly
Roxanne's) is a club which
contains 2 stages: a main stage
and then a second stage on the
other side of the dub. While the
first band is performing on the
second stage, the second band
will be setting-up on the main
stage. This little cycle will repeat
itself throughout the night,
creating maximum fun time with
minimal sitting-around-idilywaiting-for-the-next-band tirne.
"And what is the line-up for
this monsterous musical event?"
You ask? If you're not sitting
down, you better grab yourself a
seat because these line-ups are
quite frankly too huge. That's
right, you heard me. I'm saying
these line-ups are simply too
awesome. Granted you might
not have heard of every one of
the following 14 bands (yet), but
Pearl Jam was just as talented
before YOU heard them for the
first time, true?
Friday night's line-up is as
follows:
8.-00: The doors open to let all
you hoodlums in

9:00-9:40: The Stain (Punk
music with lots of fun accesories
like flash bombs and inflatable
sex dolls)
9:40-10:20: Chase B & The
Throwback Brigade
MOMMft Five Story Fall
(One of the area's hardest thrash
bands ever, fronted by the local
legend Charolette WebbSwenson)
11:00-11:40: Colossus of the
Fall (One of my all-time favorite
bands. This local quartet
delies ers powerful mood-rock in
the same vein as Tool)
11:40-12:20: Tomorrow's
Clown (Mighty cool funk-esque
rock)
12:20-1:00. Harms Way and the
L5.GH.Clan
Now on to Saturday night:
8KM: The doors re-open for
day two of the festivities
9K»-9:40: Gone Daddy Finch
(BG's favorite power-punk
crossword puzzle studs)
9:4O-10-.20: Trash Can Tribal
(Raw, powerful, industrial music.
This is going to be his biggest
EVER. Witnesses of TCT often
leave the shows only to throw
away NLN albums in disgust)

10-M-UM: Section3l5
11:00-11:40: Chicken Dog
(Hard-edged Toledo-style heavy
metal. Yes, their famed
dancers will be on hand as well)
11:40-12:20: PORN FLAKES

Anywhich way you
slice it, that'*still less
than $1 a band.
Copies of'"Exposed II: Spreading
the Disease" will be
available at the show
for about $10 each.
That's a double CD
set, containing 37
different songs, by 37
different area bands,
for 10 measely bucks.
(Seeing is believing. Prepared to get down, get wet,
and get bombarded with
marshmallows all during
one performance)
12:20-1:00:
STUDBULL'S DISCO
BISCUITS (I really wish I
knew how to describe this
band's sound and/or motif.
All I can tell you is that this
side-project of
Enviromental Hazzard
absolutely kicks ass. I've
never laughed so hard while
listening to a CD in my
life).
SKE-BALL '95 is an all
ages show (both nights).
Tickets are $5 if you're 21
or over, and $6 if you're 21.

Grand Opening!!!
• of
One of the largest High! Clubs/ Sports Dors
in The Midwest

(over 40,000 sq. feet)
Asylum, Underground,
Pool/ Game Room
Grid Iron Sports Dor & Grill
Transit Music Cafe...
All Under the Same Roof!!

THE CHINA

Grand Opening Night Nov. 22

LUNCH BUFFET
All-You-Can-Eat

EKOOSTIK HOOKAH

$5.95

Fri. Nov. 17th - Kid Rock (on the main stage)
Sun. Nov. 19th - My Life With The Thrill Kill KuK
S.it. Nov. 25th - Better Th.m E/ra

S.Main Store Only
Dinner Special
With Eggroll or Soup
Plus
FREE BOX OF TEABAGSI
892 S.Main 353-1231

Hell, I'd even buy a 37-song
double CD of John Denver's
"Worst Songs Ever Recorded" if it was only $10.
To get to Crobar take 75
North. Follow the bend to
475 and get off at the Secor
Road exit. Take a left.
When you get to Door Street
take a right. Follow it to
Byrne Road and then take a
left on Byrne. Crobar is
about a mile and a half up
the road on your left.
Additional (better?)
directions can be obtained
through Crobar at (419) 5311311.

104$. MfilN

19 & oven
WRJ»

353 0988

* Tickets are available at oil Ticket Master Locations
Info line (419) 240-4446 or 243-4449
209 N.Superior Toledo, OH
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They don't call themselves Blitzen anymore
Some things never change
in Bowling Green. The
winters will always be harsh,
Thurstin Avenue will always
be "just a step away from
being completed" and Blitzen
will drive BGSU students out
to the bars in droves.
For nearly ten years, the

\0 €11 OVER 4*1 1
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Green, which could possibly
lead to bigger and better
things.
After a few member
changes, the band now stands
firm with five members.
Joining Hayes are lead
vocalist Matt Willaver, bassist
Doug Summers, guitarist

rock cover band Blitzen has
been a local favorite, playing
everywhere from Howard's
Club H where the band got its
start, to Easy Street Cafe and
Gamers. What many of their
fans fail to realize, however,
is that the band does have a
life outside of Bowling
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Mike Cleveland and
keyboardist Jeff Harris. "I
think the line-up that we have
now is our best ever," added
Hayes.
"We started out doing
mainly classic rock covers
like the Doors," said Scott
Hayes, the band's drummer
and acting manager. "Most
other bands at that time were
doing either punk rock or the
blues so we kind of stood
out."
Blitzen is now looking to
strike out on their own,
releasing a new demo tape
under their tenative new name
Glass Roots and shopping it
around to the music industry.
"We've used the Toledo
and Bowling Green area for
our cover gigs," Hayes said.
"We're now looking to
showcase some of our new,
original material."
Although things are
definitely looking up for the
band, some minor snags have
tripped things up a bit.
"We've talked with a few
record companies and they've
advised us to change the
name to something else."
Hayes said. "There was a
band called Grass Roots at
one time and there's the
possiblity that we could run
into legal problems somewhere down the road."
Currently, the next name in

line is Electric Pickle, which
is being kicked around by the
group.
The band also has a
selection of about 20 songs
that have already been
recorded and are ready to go
if they can possibly secure a
contract.
Their sound is described
by them as being vintage,
Midwestern rock that's
been influenced by the
blues, funk and gospel.
"It's not a technical sound,
just a groovin', soulful
sound with an edge. The
band is about making raw,
sincere music that is
emphatically accessible."
"We're probably about a
year and a half away from
presenting labels with
marketable material."
Hayes said. "We're hoping
to be playing throughout
Ohio, Michigan and
Indiana in the upcoming
months."
For their sake, let's
hope that they make it big
someday, with hordes of
screaming fans and huge
arena shows. For all their
fans that wait in line and
pack the bars when they
come into town, let's hope
they don't forget the town
and college where they
started out.

TOP TEN STARTING AT
[
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$3 HOW TO MAKB AN

CD'S $8.88

AMERICAN QUILT

CASSETTES $6.76

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES. ALWAYS WAL-MART.

Whuma RYDER
ea
Nlghdy 7:15~ENDS TUBS. 11/21!
Stl. Sun. MIL 2:15 ft 4:30

ffi* WDMN* -™
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GET SHORTY ENDSTUES
■

Mon. Sot

STORE HOUkS
7om t Ipm • Sundoy 8om 1 Opm
352 3776

BUZZ NITE
106.5 at
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Nick of Time Hairing Johny Depp
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"Ain't Nothin But a She
Thing"
Various Artists
London Records

Once you open up the
case, the first thing you
notice is a dedication that
reads, "To all the women
who inspire us with their
power, intelligence, talent,
grace, and spirit. Keep on
shining." And that is exactly
what the entire album, "Ain't
Nothin' But a She Thing" is
all about - women and their
many different sides, styles,
and ethnicities.
Featuring various
artists, ranging from Melissa
Etheridge, Sinead O'Connor
and Queen Latifa to Annie
Lennox, Salt-N-Pepa, and
many more, the album,
produced by Levis and MTV,
explores the true essence of
womanhood. Combining a
variety of musical sounds,
which range from rap to pop
to blues, and even featuring
songs recorded in other
languages, including the
French song "69 Annee
Erotique" and the gaelic
"Mna na h Eireann (Women
of Ireland)," the album
represents a musical image
of the diversity of women.
Although some of the
songs would not be represented on my own personal
hit list, there are some that
might come close. By far, the
best song on the album is
Melissa Etheridge's "The
Weakness In Me." It is a
heart-wrenching ballad that
explores the pains involved
with committment to a onesided love relationship. As I
was listening, I found myself
saying, "God, I know exactly

how she feels." Then there
are songs like "Ain't Nothin
But a She Thing" (currently
receiving air play) by SaltN-Pepa that popularizes the
mission and goals of the
third wave women's movement.
The album is dedicated
to Shirley Divers, who lost
her fight with breast cancer,
and all net profits from the
sale of the album go to the
Shirley Divers foundation
for women, funding
women's charities around the
world.
All in all, an album
with a great message for a
fantastic cause.
-Melissa Lipowski

entire album for that matter,
and found it more annoying
than anything.
While the album notes
on the first page of the inside
jacket that all songs are
written, produced, and
arranged by the band, the last
song, or should I say medley,
on the album is comprised of
material previously released
and recorded by various
artists. Unfortunately for P.M.
Dawn, these are the only
songs on the entire album that
I had the desire to start
singing. And that's pretty bad,
considering I have a knack
for memorizing songs I don't
even like.
If you like the kind of
music that contains the same
sound, song after song, then
maybe you might like it. And
maybe you might not. I didn't.
-Melissa Lipowski

and downs of relationships. It's something that
everyone can relate to
because we've all gone
through it or are going
through it right now. We
all want to hear songs that
we can "zone out" to after
a fight or a break up with
our significan others and
this song is it.
Unfortunately, not all
songs that appear on Tall*
are as inspiring. "Taffy,"
for example, is a very bad
song. This song has lyrics
that just don't make sense.
Personally, I found myself
saying, "I just don't care."
And actually it's kind of
sad because the song's beat
is good, but it's just those
lyrics...
With the exception of
the few weird songs, the
Lisa Loeb CD is pretty
good,though.

"Amy Arena"
Amy Arena
Domo Records

The Amy Arena CD
was so aweful that I can't
even find a good thing to
say about it. The term
"pointless" comes to mind.
I mean, listen to these
titles: "Make Love to
Myself," "Addicted to
Dirt," and "Shit." I'll just
let your imagination run
wild as to how these lyrics
sound.
I definitely would not
spend $15 for this and I
would have to think twice
about paying 15 cents.
-Jill Wilker

"Jesus Wept"
P.M. Dawn
Gee Street Records
&•&
What else can I say? It
just sounds like P.M. Dawn
always sounds - an almost
annoying mixture of slow pop
sounds and intermittant
sections of hip hop.
On their new album,
"Jesus Wept," P.M. Dawn
tries to unify the sound of the
album by mixing pieces of
street noise, including gang
fights and children's conversations, before almost every
song. I was never really sure
how these little interludes
related to the songs, or to the

You all remember the
song from more than a
year ago, and I'm sure you
all remember Lisa Loch's
glasses in the video.
Finally, she has put the
song, "Stay," on an album
that's all her own.
"Stay" is a good song
that tells us about the ups

Persons 4-C
$1.00 Fare

For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/ Adult
Transit l.D. Card Required
•Available at Grain's Administrator's Office. 354-6203

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
▼

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please let driver know bow many
persons will be riding.

This service is financed in part
from an operating assistance grant
from ODOT &FTA.

B.G.TaxP
352-0796
3.S2 15-15

353-6912

135 N. MAIN

*
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' bour before service is needed.

nightmare on the totna
I wish I would have just stayed home

ou've been through yet another tough week of classes, work, and all kinds of other fun
wonderful things. What could be better than a night on the town, going to the local bars with a
few friends, and forgetting everything? Well...
I went around to some of the local bars asking everyone one question: "What was your absolute worst bar experience?" And, my oh my, were the stories ever interesting.
My bar nightmare happened at the beginning of fall semester of last year. A couple of acquaintances of mine and myself
decided to go out for an evening of revelry. While walking down Wooster, we met up with a group of guys in front of their
house.
"Where ya going?" they asked.
"Not sure...what are you doing?" we asked.
"Let's all go to Uptown!" they said.
Fun. There were three of us and about five of them. During the walk there, one of them (We'll call him "Jon") decided to begin a conversation with me. Fine and
dandy; I didn't think anything of it .
We got to our destination, and the "party" began. W: danced. Wfe talked. Uwm0^tKmi^lildMnto1Ottiri^tkttmtbar,tCVt0KUe^kn1t^amiw^^
asked nie to rus dale party which was supposed to be trie following weekerid
day off of work to come get me."

He kept asking, each time coining up with some new, improved mmonmtaf^liuMpt.lk^mf/l^m,b^^fma^b6SMtm^Mm^littiit^0lmiaitl
onto the dance floor, hopefully to find my friends and get him to leave me alone.
However, apparently he was now living off my blood: much like many oto parasites, rornaner what I did, there he was.
It had become quite crowded by that time. I was having a hard time spotting my mends; I was planning on teUing them that I
Unfortunatry, my "friends" were nowhere to be found. I did find, however, a cc<i^c{ the guys from the other group that wal^
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friends. It just so happened that my ex-boyfriend,
passed out, but I puked on his door just because I
who I had just broken up with a couple of weeks
was mad. My plan of action then became to go
before, was there, as well as this guy friend that I
downstairs and just sleep in my car. I didn't make
liked at the time. I danced with my guy friend all
it, though; I crawled under a dumpster (which was
night, and my ex boyfriend just kept staring at us. I behind Easy Street) and passed out. Apparhad to leave in a hurry for some reason, but I didn't ently, sometime later, an Easy Street employee
get a chance to tell my guy friend before I left. He
came out and saw two legs sticking out from
went up to my ex to ask me where I was, and [my
under the dumpster; he threw me over his
ex] slugged him."
shoulders and carried me back to his place to
Michelle Be acorn stay for the night. When I woke up, I had no
Sophomore idea of where I was —what's worse was that
Undecided the guy that had brought me home was laying
naked on the floor with some girl."
"I decided to try and steal a shot glass from
Jeff Merrill
Uptown, so I hid it in my shirt. On the way out,
Graduate
though, I fell down the steps and it shattered into
Elementary Education
my chest."
Chuck Palmer
I work in the coat check at Uptown. One
Senior
"I was at a bar in Toledo, and this fight
night, some guy was trying to cut in line, so I
Environmental Policy broke out right next to where we were sitting.
politely asked him to please go back to the end. He
Pretty soon, almost everyone was in on it, and
began to get really mad, and then started yelling at
"She was pushin' 300 pounds."
the D.J. started spraying pepper spray all over
me and spouting out all kinds of profanities. I tried
Brian Marisch the place, including all over us."
to give him back his coat, but he threw it back at
Mark Vogtsberger
Senior
me. Then, he still kept calling me all kinds of
Sophomore
Finance
things and tried hitting me. What's worse was that,
Computer Science
when it was all over, my boss said that it was my
"A group of my friends and I decided to try and
fault."
horde something...our object of desire ended up
"I was with a friend at Brathaus on her 21st
Rachel "RJ." West being a bar stool from Tuxedo's. While one of my
birthday. She barfed everywhere and then
Sophomore friends tried distracting the bartender, I grabbed the crawled under the pool table. I had to drag her
Social Work stool and ran. I made the first two steps, missed the out and carry her home."
Jackie Swihart
next ten—ever hear the sound of butt cheeks
"I was dancing with a girl and I puked on her."
Senior
against stair steps? Anyhow, I just got up and ran!"
MattMylott
Shane Herman
Dietetics
Senior
Senior
Environmental Policy
Education
"I did a shot that didn't exactly agree with
me and I puked all over the bar and myself."
"I was at Gamers singing Karaoke, but I was a
Carrie Isari
"A whole group of us decided to go to a bar
little inebriated and I knocked over all of their
Senior
back home. Only problem was, it was an over-21
speakers."
Graphic Design
only place, and we were all underage at the time.
Kevin Atwood "No problem," one of my friends said. "I know the
Senior owner, and we'll get in just fine." When we got
"Three days before my 21st birthday, I went
Sports Management/Athletic Training there, the line was almost all the way around the
to a bar and got stamped high. I had drink
after drink after drink; I was talking to the
building—at least an hour's wait. After waiting for
"One of our friends was pretty drunk and he had
band and talking to everyone, it was out of
about twenty minutes, we told my friend to go up
a "wet spot" on the front of his pants. He was up
and make sure that it was going to be okay for us to control. I decided to go home, but during the
singing karaoke before any of us could tell him
walk back, I kept falling down. Before I knew
get in. He went up and asked, and came back and
about it—he tried blaming it on everything, someit, a cop had stopped and said he had stopped
told us to come on up. The other people in line
thing like he leaned up against the sink, then ten
were really mad at us for going up there. What was just because every time he passed me, I was
minutes later he said that he had spilled his drink or horrible, though, was that by the time we got there, on the ground. He picked me up for underage
something..."
a cop had shown up and was standing at the door
and I got a $275 fine, just three days before I
Amy Peregord and asked us for our LD.'s. Talk about humiliated!" turned 21."
Sophomore
Beth Hier
Biology
Sophomore
Well, there you have it. I couldn't fit
Fashion Merchandising everyone in, because I could probably write a
"I went to this bar and tried to get in with
book on that. I guess that mother never said
someone else's ID. The [person to whom the ID.
"I puked in the pitcher at Mark's."
there'd be nights like these.
belonged] name was Rick; I knew everything on it.
Joe Steele
The guy at the door drilled me about it, asking the
Sophomore
address and middle name and everything.
Undecided
'You're Rick, huh?" he asked.
"Yeah," I said.
"I went out bar hopping with one of my friends
Penny Brown is a staff writer for Weekend
"Well, I know Rick and he just walked in about
one night. After hitting many establishments, we
Reality. For another story appearing somefive minutes ago."
were both extremely far from sober. Somehow, I
time soon, she needs your help. Send any bad
Bryan Koury ended up losing him. There was no way I could
pick-up lines you may have heard/used to her
Junior drive home, so I walked back to his apartment,
at pennymb@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be sure to
Art Education which was above Wizard Graphics. I could hear his
include your name, academic year, and major.
t.v., so I knew that he was home, but he wasn't
Thanks!
"I went to a bar back home with a few of my
answering the door. I found out later that he had

are?'I asked.
"Oh," one of them said. "They took off with our
friends to Tax's."
Thoughts of bloody, painful, terrible revenge came to
mind. Even worse, Jon perked up in a hurry. "I'll walk
you home!" he said.
Being too stupid to think to call the escort service or
something like that, I agreed. I was smart enough,
however, to take the well-traveled path of Wooster Street.
As soon as we got back to my dorm, he tried EVERYTHTNG to get me to let him come upstairs and stay.
Yeah, right. I gave him a fake phone number to appease
him, and, much to my glee, he left.
That was my night in hell. Here's what some patrons of
the local bars had to say about the nights that they wished
they would've just stayed home.
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Theatre department samples some Christmas tradition
By James M. Brandon
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on the story. Patrick Julian.
Ph.D. student and director of
the show, says the audience
"sees the action through
Scrooge's eyes." This is done
through the narrative structure
of Maclay's adaptation.
The narrative structure
helps to provide for the epic
scop that this production
encompasses. Ten men, eight
women, and eight children
play over seventy roles. The
production is being set
traditionally, in Victorian
England, so the audience will
get a new telling of the story,
but will also have all of the
expected elements from
Dickens' story.
"The three actors who
play the spirits of Christmas
Past (Diane Weider). Present
(Mike Obertacz), and Future
(Paul Schultz) also serve as
narrators for the show. They
help the audience to understand where Scrooge has
been, and why he chooses to
change his evil ways," says
Julian. "Its an exciting twist
on the story," he adds.
Julian is confident that A
Christmas Carol will be the
highlight of the first semester
of the University's 75th
anniversary theatre season.
"We've been rehearsing for about
nine weeks with a very talented

and diverse cast," he says.
Audience members can
expect A Christmas Carol to be
a comprehensive evening of
theatre. This production is
jammed full of everything," says
the director, "drama, comedy,
singing, dancing, ghosts,
spectacle, and even the lovable
Tiny Tun." Tiny Tim, by the
way, is being played by Rachel
Zimmerman, a six-year-old
actress making her stage debut.
Julian feels that the show
is also a great "date show."
"It's a fun night of theatre,"
he says, "and its short, about 90
minutes, which makes for a
quick and entertaining production." The show also runs only
on weekends so students should
have ample time to see the
production.
AChristmas Carol runs
tonight and tomorrow in the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, with
curtain at 8 pm. There is also a 2
pjn. matinee performance on
Sunday. The show then re-opens
for 8 p JII. performances on
December l,2.8,and9. There
are also another pair of 2 pjn.
matinees on December 3 and 10.
Tickets are $6 for adults and $4
for students and seniors and can
be purchased by calling the box
office at 372-2719 or at the door.

Camping.

Canoeing,
Backpacking,

Black SwampOutfitteis ^ing4
140 South River Road • Waterville,
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

Ah, the rituals of the
holiday season: egg nog,
presents, visiting family and
friends, Christmas trees, tons
of food, even more tons of
snow, Christmas cards, and,
of course, A Christmas Carol.
Charles Dickens' classic has
been the most popular show
in America for years. In their
annual listing of the most
popular shows of the year,
American Theatre, routinely
adds the qualification that the
list excludes A Christmas
Carol, as it would win by far
every year.
And why not? Few
shows are as well-loved, as
seasonal, and as guaranteed to
bring in an audience as A
Christmas Carol. It's the
ultimate feel-good show for a
feel-good time of the year,
and American audiences have
flocked to performances for
years. Yes, America's love
affair with Dickens' work is
well-documented, and this
year, the University theatre
department adds their talent
to the scene.
But audience members
will be treated to a different
version of the tale than they
might be used to. The University has chosen to stage an
adaptation by Joanna Maclay,
which offers a different spin

x-C Skiing

SPORT SANDALS

SKE-BALL '95 at The CROBAR!!
Sinklub Entertainment and Zi-Tune Production present:

A Record Release Blow-Out for Exposed II
1 4 BANDS -- 2 NIGHTS -- 2 STAGES
Doors Open at 8:00 - Show at 9:00 -- ALL AGES
.1

THE <^^<f^^
135 S.Byrne, Toledo 531-1311

Dance all night with DJ. Corey and Z-man and watch:

Terrapin Parka

Fuzzy Dice Jacket

10% OFF ANY NON - SALE GEAR W BGSU ID.

Friday. Nov. 17

Saturday. Nov. 18

Tomorrow's Clown
Chase B & The Throwback Brigade
Five Story Fall
The Slain
Collossus of the Fall
Harm's Way
False Face Society

Gone Daddy Finch
Section 315
Chicken Dog
Trash Can Tribal
Mark Mikel
Porn Flakes
Sludbull's Disco Biscuits

,m: mmvMsmim«

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
HIIOADCAS!

ID
CD
©
©
6D
©
CD
©

*,1 AT IONS

Meeral)

LnghK

1
Guiding Light (In Slereo) X ■JorahWIraVeyOuncy
Jones' new atxjm.EE

Young end Vto Reetksss (In [Bold end fits Aa the World Tume (In
Stereo) X
| Beautiful X Stereo) I
The Cry x AJ MyChlldr.nl
One Life to Live ■

;noo:uikt

*w. «:

111:00]
Losza'.R)
nn Country
USA

Days ol Out lives I
.eeza Children woiessed
deems of mothers
-ivingWrttl Instructional Programming
Mesh*.It

ssweX

General HoeprtalX

Ricki Lake Feudng females fen'
seme disputes

:

r^reaitrt "Shattered-(in
Stereo) (Pan 2 of 2) X

Another World X

re»hPnnca Blossom
ol Bel-Air S "Kiss 1 Tor
Tei Chi:
Carman
Inner Wave Sandego
Smm. Street (R) HI
Instructional Programming Bill Nye the natructional Etantayt
Wlahbone
Carmen
Science Gu,
Fnends.lt
(In Stereo) X Sandiego
1100)
GereWo Celebrity news
Charles Perez Women
Ooogle
Cubhouae
Taz-Menie
X-Menljn
Denny!
Cress in trashy manner
Howaer
(In Slereo) X (In Stereo) X Stereo) X
... "I Stand ftocutm Ruin
Jerry Springer V«*ers
Hart, Walbetg Se.y
Goof Troop Bonkers (In
Condemned" :i- Stereo)
Limbeugh
meet past guests
bachelor compet.tKyi
(In Stereo) X Slerooi X
Charles in
GMM Perez Women
Denny! Couples renew the* Bewitched
Pink Panther Taz-Mania
X4aan(ln
energex
dress in treshy manner
wedongvows.
[In Stereo)
(In Slereo) X S'ereol.«

CheereX

Mortal Williams kileriemg
mothers-rHaw.
Bill Nye the Wishbone
Shining
Barney I
Science Guy (In Stereo) X Time Station Friends X
Movie:... Kansas Cay CanMenrian 1952) John
Payne. A robbery suspect tnes lo find the real mastermind.

Batman and
Robin
Aladdin |ln
Stereo) I

Goosebum pa X
Timon A
Pumbaa.c

Aladdin (In
Roseenne
Stereo) X
(In Slereo) X
Lonely Chat Paid
Program

Batmen and GooseRobin
bum pox

Freeh Prince Step by Step
ol Bel-Air X Sad G its-

GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT
FRIDAY NIGHT

SPECIALS
All You Can Eat Perch
with Potato & Cole Slaw

CABLE STATIONS
Stanc-Up
Comic
COM Stand-Up (R> Justice (R)

One Night
Stand (R)

(MOO)
Sportscenter (R)
ESPN Sportscenter

Saturday
Night Lin

Sosp :;

Benny Hill

Movie: •» "Hsf.-iry «ihe World PanT(1981) The foibles Saturday Nk/t Uva Jerry
of ce/Azed man are satirized n an ec-c comedy.
Seinfeld.
inndeSr.
Goft. Shark Shooloul - Second Round From the
Inside the
PGA
Sherwood Country Club n Thousand Oaks. Calif. (Lnre)
PGA Tour

Tamil: ATP World Championship •• Earty Rounds. From
Fran.tun Gerna-y

(11 00)Mov»: ..'* "Murpny'sRomance" Movie: ••• 'CurrySue"|1991) James8elushi Agirland Movie: ..'i The Tlvng Called Love" (1993) An aspiring
HBO (19SS Comedy) Saly Field. 'PG-ITI
her mentor con their way into a lawyer's heart 'PG' X
musician seeks her fortune m NasrtWte. Term. "PG-13'X
CCHA
Talking
»TP Tom
Transworid Sport
Equestrian: Show Jumping Wetersporta World |R)
Kid Club
Journal
Digest (R)
BassbeH(R) Magazine

Movie: ••'. "Mvlife"
(1993) Michael Kealon X

Dark
SCI Fl Shadows

Sports/
Health

sc

Jtherworld "Zone Troopers A. Hitchcock JneStep
Build Men"
Beyond
SeHery
Ua;cr Dad
(11:00)
Jaiordad
Peopte'e
'eople's Court
USA Magnum, P.I (In Steieo) X
;( Court
n afeanpoj- .

Riptsy's Believe M or Not

Voyegers! "Merry
Christmas. Bogg

Bionic Woman 'Claws'

Love
Connection

Love Connection

MacGyver MacGyver's
Women" (In Stereo) X

Highlander: The Series
'Song ol the Executioner" X

FRIDAY EVENING
flewsX

CBS News

MeweX

ABC World Enl
News
Tonight

Item

Wheel ol
Fortune X

rIBCNewe
Stereo) IT

French In
Action

Business
Report

vewshour With Jim
LahrerX

€0
CD
iB

I'IIHl'i'11

Figure Skating Aladdin
o- Ice (In Slereo) X

Movie: "A Warfort frtan*sovng Reunon"(l993) In
1963. the Watlons gather for a contemplative hofday

lews B

Late Show (ki Stereo) X Late Late
ShowX

Hard Copy

Family
Matters n

Step by
StepX

'lews 1

NightlineX Cheers X

Most
Wanted

Unsolved Mysleriesiln
Slereo) X
WashingIon Week

Mewshour With Jim
LahrerX

Frugal
McLaughlin WashingGourmet <( Group
Ion Week

Boy Meets
World X

Mr. Cooper Barbara Walters (In
Stereo) X

Tempest!

Homicide: Lile on the
Street "Hale Cnmes" X

CA-S'HX Tonight Show (In Slereo) Late Night
(In Steieo)

Wail Street Challengers 96 Week
Stereo) X

JFK: In His Own Words
|R)X

Adam
Smith

Oft A.,)
Mystery! "Poirof
"Hickory Dickon/ Dock" X

Wall Street
Week

Challengers'9» (In
Slereo) 3T

P.O.V.I

Being
Served

This Is America With
Dennis Wholey

Dateline (In Slereo) I

Simpsons Seinfeld
Radio Bart" "The Fire

Coach (In
Sle'eo]l(

Strange Luck "Walk
Away'fln Slereo) X

X-Files "OuMetle'' (In
SlereoJX

Star Trek: The Nest
Married...
Generation "Datalore" X With

Tonne

Dinosaurs
' Hgh Noon"

SSHoT

LAPD (In
Slereo) X

Flipper "Brothers L*e
Th™

High Tide "Natural Bom
Surlers"

Press Boi

Home
Improve.

Home
Improve.

NBA Basketball Utah Jazz al Detroit Pistons From the Palace ol
Auburn Hills. (Live)

John
Henton

Allen
Rewires

Foiworthy: Drew Carey Brett Butler One Night
Stand
Redneck

Rush
Umbaugh

(Across from Foodtown)

352-0123

ABSOLUTELY
the
Very
LOWEST

Otl Air)

Night Court Stephanie U tar (In
Stereo)

Stephanie Miller (In
Stereo)

Main

Preu Box

Paid
Program

Married...
With

Star Trek: The Ne<t
Generation X

Kids In the
Hall

Dr. Katz.
Therapist

ISI I 16

CABLE STATIONS
Dennis
COM Miller
ESPN

Dp Close

Comedy
Network t
Sportscenter

(5.00) Movie: «.'.i Try
HBO Ueil993)'PG-13'3r.
SC

Tonite

Buckeye
Race

Sii Million Dollar Man
SCIF1 Dale with Danger"

College Basketball NIT Quarterfinal -- Teams 10 Be
Announced. (Live)
Inside the NFL (R) (In
Slereo) X

Garry Shandling: Alone
in Las Vegas (R)

Coach Bill
Curry

NBA Basketball Ceveland Cavalers al Priadelphia 76ers. From
the Spectrum. (Live)

Chris i
Steve

Twilight
Zones

C-Net
Central

Frideythe1Jth:The
Seriea (In Stereo)

SterSo)X

Sportscenter X

Movie:* '8evontflheijw"(l992)CharteSheen.An Movie: •* "HardroK.ril990 Drama) Mr. Show
■in Stereo)
undercover officer infiltrates a drug-deamg bker gang. Steven Seagal. (In Slereo) 'R' X

Cevs Fast
Breek

Winge(h
Renegade "Rancho
USA Esconckdo" (In Stereo) X SlereoJX

Politically
Incorrect

College Basketball NIT Quarterhnal» Teams to Be
Announced. (Live)

Sci-Fi Buzz Mystery
Ma*'

Inside
Space

AntiGravity

Murder. She Wrote "The Movie:** 'Deaorylitvivn"(1987.Drama),VanlyA
LstofUriLermen(ov"X deleave flees after a client frames turn lor murder

Ben Stiller
NFL MatchUp

Hove.... "Naura/
8omlt>jlers-(l994)'R'X
Cave Final Hour
Cavaliers at 76ers (R)

Football
Insider

Pro
Football

twilight
ZoneTC

icI-Fi Buzz Mystery
C-Nel
Central (R) (R)
Magic
Movie: 'Campus Hustle" (1993.
Comedy) Nick Calozzi. Pamela Huno.

Ducuman
(In Stereo)

SATURDAY MORNING
1 5:00 1 5:30 1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00

$6.99

1021 South Main St.

111*i'Wr tl'i'lirIM'II

Jeopardy!
X

■lome
Improve.

Simpsons toseanne
•RaSoBart" (In Stereo]

with Potato & Cole Slaw

1

■-■■'11'i'alal'IM'alaWil'i'alaWir'l'alal ll'if IrVH illi'alal JiVli'H','11 UIP
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CB
©
©
©

All You Can Eat Walleye

Sports
hnerview

Ray
Bradbury

$4.99

Prices
In Town

B.G.'s Largest and most unique
selection of Imported BEERS!

soim sun: <>
S MAIN

WHERE THE PARTY STARTS
352 8639

nOUlL-N-GRCCNCRV

BROADCAST STATIONS
Batsman's
Wortd «:

Really Wild
Animals X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

U.S. Farm
Report

Used Cars

Nick News
(In Stereo)

Gladiators
2000

(3 00) Home Shopping

CD Spree
CB
03 SEcT

sar

ffi
QD
CD
CD
0D

Oft Air)
OK Air)
Kho'sthe
BoaaTX

Fantaatie
Four

Baby Huey

400)Movie:... "/Stand Paid
Conoemneo-(1936. Drama) Program

Press BOK
(B)
Haadoltha ISBaightTak For My People
Class I
|(R)

Peed
COM 'tuyiMR
ESPN

ron Man (In
Stereo)

Paid
|Program

Auto Racing: ARCA Series

Agricountry Headline
New. 5
News
News lor
Winnie the
Free Willy (In Dumb end
Animal
Dumber X
Kids
Adventures Pooh
Stereo) X
Today The latest n computer games (In Stereo) X
Bill Nye the
Science Guy
Michigan
Furniture on Collector
Computer
the Mend
Cars
Chronicles
Bameyi
Puzzle Place Lamb Chop
Kidsongs (1- Shining
Time Station FriendaX
(in Slereo) X
Slereo)X
Monster
Megs Man
:ermen
Eekistrava- Power
Mania
Sdiego
ganzaX
Rangers

Sing Mat
Story IE

Jelly Been
Jung.

EeklstravtganzaX

'ower
Rangers

Ittcehorae
Digaat(R)

SporlacenierlR)

[Rhode
[

0«nnyH::i

lUttimate

Fry Fashing
Magazine

t 50) Movie: . "Oil and Rurm™-( 1990, Movie: eV, -Maoc A»r(1993, ComedyHBO Comedy-Orama) Cyno) Lauper. 'PG-13'
Drama) Ted Jan Roberts (In Stereo) 'PG'
rranaworid Sport (R)
ThiaWeekin LASCAR
MrAorsports Hour (R)
SC
From Myrtle Bl ach. SC. (R)
>aM
1CIFI Program

P«0
Program

"aid
PfsjajNaa

PaM

Program

•aid
Program

sosom
US* rtudossa

Bloom b-g
TV

Bloomberg
TV

Bloomberg
TV

Paid
Program

PaM
Pragram

Jnd.rW.ld
Sloes

Bugs Bunny
A fweety ■

Today'e
Gourmet

Julia's
Kitchen

Trorls.dc
Mature "Cheetahs ri the
Land ol Lons" (In Stereo) X Adventure

Deekstalkara American
Adventure

Rhode "No
BigDear

Saved by
Bell

Spider-Man
(In Slereo) X
Gladiators
2000
ipidsr-Msn
(In Slereo) X

Street
Sharks

Paid
ProgrM

Felii the Cat

Reboot (in
Slereo) X
Hang Time
(In Slereo) X

Mister
Rogers X

Skysurter
Double
Strike Force Dragon
Carmen
Sdiego

Storm
Report

Masked
H.der X

Double
Dragon

Paid
Program

Nd

Zoo Today
Bump in the Fudge (In
Night X
Slereo) X
Saved by
f'ngMea
Story I
Bell
Simply
Joy of
Painting
Painting

Masked
Rider i

Tick (In
Stereo) X
WMAC
Masters
Tick (In
Stereo) X

X-Men(ln
Stereo) X
Midwest
Outdoors
X-Men(ln
Slereo) at

Movie: ... r«d»rle««-(19eo.Ckimedy) Jerry Lewis
Wicked steobroelers bury a poor, staurbrained tad

Dltsides Hi

Kahsr'a
Cay

NASCAR
Today

Je.Hcs.tt. Phots Safari Steal
Ouktoora

Happily Ever (fizardoIOz JMaLiatj
Movie:.. "Hanoes.SnfearWWSUr
naidaths
After
NFL(R)X
In Stereo) X (in Stereo) X STealer-(198S) Voices ol Betlruj. G X
'ower
Rider
Football
Sports
Sports
101
ProFoottall
Sports/
Health
Weekly
Forecast
Advisors
•^:..*V'«*ira"(19M.SclraFlc!«i^
Paid
PaM
Program
Program
Aremaled. A teen-age keieoam roams luture Tokyo. (In Stereo) DD
C4W
IWortd WrwaOing
Pud
Nid
Pragram
Program
BMM
IradaraMonasarla
inSujreolI

m
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ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
children 3 and under free
* No other discounts apply

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

Tterujga
To lit Announctd
NinjiTurttee
Bugs Bunny
• Tinny X

:oliege Football Michgan ai Pann Sale (Live)

E>

Mini
Drtems JI

VBA Inside
Stud

€D
CD

Hard!
Adams

Suit Wolfe
Menu

Victory
Garden S

Nalurescene

Michigan

Furnrture on This Old
the Hand
House o.

€D

LiteWtlh
louieH.

•owe:..'. "PerryMason. ITie Case o'the Scandalous
Scoundfe''(i9e7.Myslery)RayrnondBuft1Bait)araHale

CD
©

Buckeye
Outdoors

iMltiM "Arrpienell >r»S»gi^(t962) Robert Hays. lAmerican Oarjiatore (in
An ainne crew aboard a spacecraft hurtles toward the sun Stereo) X

LouitI

G.I.Joe
Eilreme

CABLE
COM

:o*ege Football Oho al Toledo, (live)

To Be Announced
Frugal
Gourmet jr.

Action Man
(In Stereo)

{Paid
(Program

God Stan Challenge. From Phoenor

This Old
HoueeS

IWoodwright

Homebme:
House

Homttime:
House

New Yankee Grilling
WorkthopS Holiday

Naturetcane Austin City IknU (R) (h
Siereoi

Shotttrrrwr Ghoatwrrttt
(In Sttreo) X (inSiereoH

Frugal
Gourmets

Cudna
Amora

Tracks
Ahead

Joyol
P aiming

Jenkins' Art
Workshop

|Movit:tte "!i»nMc<xr|l99l|PaliickBe[g«i Adaing Land's End What Are
Sanon leads hts people aganst an oppressve pnnce
Fnanda For (In Stereo) I
J.S. Customs: Classified
(In Stereo)

Star Tret Voyager -Cold
Fee" (In Stereo) I

Movie: •• "Airplane II Ihe Seouer (I9«2) Robert Hays.
Movie:..", "FemsBueHr'sDayCtr(1986.Comedy)A
An aaine crew aboard a apecacraft huroaa toward (he sun brash teen plays hooky and borrows a vintage Ferran

Saturday WoM Live Chevy
Chase Sieve Mamn

BtfinyHuT

Movit: tt'.S loan' IT (1982, Corrrady) Tom CruM. Four AbacWaly
lio^sehooi seniors lake o» lor the wtrdaotTiiuana.
FaMoua

Victory
GardtnX

ietculee: The Ltrttndary
Joumayt (In Stereo) X
Mghtlnga (In Sttreo)
Fresh Prince Slap by Step
olfatHJrX imStereo)!

ntidttht
HBO MFL|R)I
Fantaay
Sports

Movie. •» ■fastGetaway fl"(1994) Corey Haim. Fatherand-son partners lake on a high-kicking bank rcbber.

Fields ol Fire: Sports in
the Wa (In Stereo) X

MovitltVi -SvrrMinoChjriners-IISee.
Comedy) Kathleen Turner, PG' i

Pro Football Scoreboard
Insider
Central

ffal Soccer. Tampa Bey Terror at Ctncrmati
Silverbacks. ILrvel

l9 00)Hovia: Anto-Gravity
■Atti o:
Room

Eiosquad
Strati
USA (In Stereo) X Fighter."

Kidtkntht
Hall

Mystery Science Theater

Tennie ATP World Championshp - Semerials. From
Franklurt, Germany

College Football Indiana at Oho State, line)

ESPN

sc

Triathlon Ironman.

Trailaide
Adventure

STATONS

Dr. Kali
Thtraplet

Collage Gameday

SCIFI

Got*: Shark Shootout - ThtrJ Round. From the Sherwood
Country Club <i Thousand Oaks. CeK. (lure) X

ISporte Show Figure Skaliio, SoMfluled: lades'
IChamrjlonshrps Irom Mankato, Minn I

Piece ol the

Making ol
Drop Zone

ICoHege
(Football

Movie: **e -The Pelican
Bner(i993)Ju«Ftobert5

College Football Central Micbgan at Western Mcrngan. (lr«)

Gam

Dracura

Land ol the Giants "Genus Movie: tVj "Shock Treatment" (1981) Newlyweds lall prey Movie: •• "Aoraias. Guavdan ol the Un«rse"(l990) An
at Workto the creators ol a weird new game show.
intergaladic cop pursues a corrupt tormer partner

Savage
Dragon it

Movie: Target rySusrKion"(1994)Lysene Anthony. An
Amerrcan businessman rs framed lot murder n Para. I

Movie: ••• -A(lf»H9MUoves"(l983)TomCruise A
talented young lootbau player hopes for a scholarship.

Movie: tee floosie's'
(1966) Gene Hackman.

SATURDAY EVENING
BROADCAST

CD
CD

&>
©
CD

m
CD
©

NewiX

STATIONS

CBS Newt

Wheel ol
Fortune X

Cash
F«ploeion

Dr. Oulnn, Mtdiclnt Woman "EipediKn- (m Stereo) Wtker.Teutrttngar
■The lynchrg- X

Mew. «

Outer UmNa "The
hSght Stand
Conversion" (in Slereo) X (InSlerto)

13:30) MMe Football
0.-3 at To*ei 1 (live)

Enlertainmenl Tomqhl
(In Stereo) a

Movit: "Anne 'ARoyaMrAwrurB"(l996. Advenlure) Gala lor the Prttident at
Ford'aThtatrtl
Ashkry Johnson. Premrere. (In Sttreo) X

tawel

Movit: ttV, -amtattt- (1992,
Comedy) JamesWoods. OW Platt.

To Be
AnnouncM

Baywetch 'Hit and Run"
(InSlereol JC

Fiourt Slutting Gold Championship II (In Stereo
Ove)X

Freah
Princt

Saturday Nsghl Uvt Host Uura
Lalghton. Music guesl Rancid. X

Lawrence Walk Show
'Thanluvjiving''

Movie: ettt "Hoop Dreams" (1994. Documentary) William Gales. Arthur Agee
Two Chicago youths harbor hopes ol pro basketball stardom. (In Stereo) X

toopReunion

AuttinCityUmrttiRliln (OK Air)
Stereo)

Embroidery Itwrenct West Show
Studio
"Thanksgrnng"

Movie: tttt "Hoop Dreams"(199«, Documentary) William Gates. Arthur Agee.
Two Chcago youths harbor hopes ol pro basketball stardom. (In Stereo) I

Sneak
iWteryl "Poaot"
-ltckoryDickoryOock-1

Encountert: The Hidden
Truth (In Stereo) X

Mad TV (In Stereo) X

•Tampa" X

HitchlKktr
(In Stereo)

Tales From Tales From Mvetery Setenoi Theater Comedy Showcate |ln
aiterlimita-The
Converwm- (In Stereo) X thtCryptl theCryptl
Stereo)

NBC Newt

Newton's
ffi)IBu* AppteX
TrBvrtiIn
Europe

Xene: Wernor Pnocees
"Deam in Cfiams _K

Seinfeld
"The Soup-

EitrJK-fOiniry

High lander. The Seritt
Reiuciant Heroes-

Stir Trek: Deep S p*c*
Nine "UTle Green Men'

Coach (In
SlereolX

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons al Ckrveland Cavaliers From
Gund Arena. (Lrve)

Python

IffiSfr

CABLE
COM

1

Home

STATIONS

«asmffmm

OMidu(R) Pail
Proverua

5 30) College Football Alabama al Auburn (live) X

SC

5 00) Movit: tee "The Pelican Biter
Money
1993, Suspense) Julia Robert., •PG-13' Train
:ollega Football :
Mtl-iganalW Ucn-gan

Sitartinga (In Stereo)

» p***

Movit:tt1, "DrcipZone"(l°9a)WesleySnws A
US marshal pursues a gang ol sky-drvng crminals

(OH Air)

Kuno Fu: Tht Ltoand
Continues (In Stereo) X

News

System

Movie: tt "Tales From the DarlisiW The Mov«?"
(1990. Horror) Deborah Harry, ChritUn Sttar.

Ban Stater

EiitST(R)

fnSSn

OfltldetlR) Movit: ..'.l-losm'ir
(l9r»)T»mCfulie.
Sportectnter I

Boiinq Jake Rodnguea vs Pernell Whrtaker. (In
StereollrvelX

LPBT
Bowling

Dttl Sti 13 (in Slereo) I

Cave Game NBA Basketball Detiol Pis'ons at C«v^ia-o Caval^is Ftom
Time
Gund Arena. (Lnre)

ScT

Indians'
Club

Browne'
Mart

Women'a Colltgt VotaybH: Oho
Stale al Uchigan Stale

Twilighl
Zone <•'

Max Headroom The
Arademy- (In Stereo)

MM
ZoneX

TatetDarkakM

Tekwae 'CMI Factor" (In
SCI Ft Stereo) X
USA

Moat
Wanted

Colteot FootbaH Notre Dame al Air Force (lh-e) X

ESPN
HBO

rtilchhiker
(In SMereo)

Sisters "Renaissa-ce
Woman- (In Stereo) X

'500)Movie: tee -Hoosrers'llSSo,
Drama) Gene Hackman (InSlerto)

TeJtsDark tide

Movie: ••': "Woril ol me Cornel' (1984) The late ol
a cornel-oevasiated world rests vnth two (eons

Werd
SdtnctX

Moviettt Rarrbo. First Blood Part ll'(1985)A
Wings [In
lormer Green Beret searches lor POWs n v*(nam. I Sterlo)X

Duckman
(m Slereo)

Movit: ttS"Nighloil*
Comer 11984)

MUvtett'i'-UslOawe (l992)CynlhiaBassriel A
user stalks dancers vying lor the Miss Dance-TV title.

SUNDAY MORNING
BHOADCAS f

CD
CD
©
©
CD
CD
CD
CD

SC

Ian
USA

ieal Estate
Digest

Miss lor
Shul-ins

Power lor
Lirlog

Kenneth Copetarvd
Diyol
Discovery it

Sunday Morning Fnghten*ig (rends
regarding AIDS I

•aid
*rogram

Paid
Program

Morning

Tour Hindi
Body K

jood Mrarnuig America/
Sundays

'aid
Program

Paid

Toledo Up
Front

Martha
Stewart

>aid
'roorem

Close-Up

Hour ol Power (in Stereo)
X

Feed the
Children

Jack Van
Itnpe

Today Crocodile hunters (In Meet the
Preaeir;
Stereo) X

Ittame Street (R) I

Magic
School Bus

European
Journal

Dutot
Intend

Frttdom
Speaks

Tony Brown

P unit Place Lamb Chop
(In Stereo) X

Misler
Rogers "

Barney 1
Friends JT

Magic
School But

Future
Duett TT

Jamtt
Kennedy

Dragon Bail

Paid

Paid

Paid
Program

read Care

Food lor Pay 'ower Rider

lOtlAJr)

BamayA
Friends.«.

Otl Air)

(idaonge |ln Shining
Barney!
Time Station Friends .n
Slereo) X
3inoaauis
Dinosaurs
'aid
(in Slereo) X (In Stereo) X Program

(OflAir)
(4 00) Movit: Three
MonslerUutkeltert
ItMdolthe
CtetaX

ft Your
■uainaea

Paid

Scoreboard Central

CaHomia
DTeemt

Hour ol Power (In Slereo)

:hurch ol Today

Animal

I

Jimmy Swtgoart
Iron Man |n

This Week Wrth David
Brinkley JT

Program

Biker Mice
From Mart

Fanlaetic
Four

Rtakty
Check

Space
Strsttrt

Teknoman

Slereo) X

Wall Street
Jrnl

Double
Dragon

Slnraurter
SI/ !U Force

uTtralorce (In Skaet
Sharkl
Stereo)

Space
Stnkert

Ttknoman

Growing
Perm

STATIONS

Paid
COM Program

HBO

Roundtable

ShopSpret

Sadly Jtssy Raphatl

CABLE

ESPN

STA T IONS

3 CO] Home Shopping
Sprat

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

,3 30i Collage Football
SchoWlic
Noire Dame al Air Force. (R) Spt

Paid
Program

Benny Hal

Sporttcenttr (R)

Par lor the
Course

Pcimcaay
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrtcl

Politically

Pollticany
Incorrect

Mytttry Sctenct Theater 3000 -Hercules
"Hercules" (R)

Signature
Got!

mtidtSi
PGA

Inside the
PGA Tour

NFL Match-

Sporttwtakly

up (R)

Xff1""

WirardolOi Movie:.t "Rock-ADoocH' (1992.
(inSle-eolI FanUsy] Voces ol Gltn Campbell. G X

Baatbtll

Taking
Batata! (R)

American
Adventurer

Pnme Cuts

ClubGotl(R! Kid Club Ri

Outdoor
Gazette

Power Rider

Linka
Illustrated

Fantaay
Sports

Paid

'aid
Program

Paid

Paid
Program

Paid

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Mad
SctanlM

Sct-Fi Sue
Today's
Environment

ha Your
Butnaaa

C-Net
Carslrai(R)

Superman
Batman

Itay Busy
Spider X

Problem
Chadl

5MI

Sonic the
liedgthog

HK*"C*r

(340IMovie: FteldaolFire:Sportain
"Drop Zone" tht Ma (In Slereo) X

FactaolUtt Outdoor
(InSlerto)
Stem

Movie: •' i "Bran Smasher... A love
Story-(1993) Andrew Dree Clay. PG-13'

IVR/Aiwemb*'117^1*95 •.-page 10

Final Score

("I

Sporte
Reportera

Sporttcenttr

Movie:... "Ctyo'Jcy"
(l992)PatndtSwayK X
Sports
Advisors

Browns'
Game Time

C-Nat
Central (R)

Inakto Span
(In Slereo)

Street
WildC.A.TS E.otoued
(In Stereo) X (In Stared) X Fighter I

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

j

1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:30 1 2:00 1 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 1 4:30 1 5:00 1 5:30 1
BROADCAST STATIONS
Full
To Ba Armounoid
fWtion «

Community
Wkwaciaw

To tfe Announced

Go* Shark Shootout - Foal Round From the Sherwood Count"; Club m
Thousand Oaks. Calif (Lrve) X

CD
CB

Coach's
Show

Rock,!
Repksy

Coach'a
Show

Tennis WTA Tour Championships •• Fsnal. From Madison Square Garden n New York
(Live) 5

ffl

(HC0,Heet
the Pmi I

Editors

NFlonKBC

NFL Football Pittsburgh Stcelers al Cincinnati Bengals From Riverfront Slackum (Lrvel Gotf Ml Challenge From Phoenix.
X

a>

Think Tinli

Firing Line
Fear God

Toihe
Conlrary

n the Wild (In Stereo) (Pan
lot 3)1

American Experience
"Chcago 1968 "(In Stereo)

Market to
Market

Editors

SD
€Q
CD
S>

Newton's
Apt*?

Arsonist" (In Stereo] 5

This Old
House «

Uarcia
Adams

Sew Many
Quilts

Sewing With Lawrence We* Show
Thanksojving1'
Nancy

NFL Sunday (In Stereo) 3C

NFL Football Detroit Loos at Chicago Bears From Soldier Field (In Stereo Lrve) I

NFL Fllmi
Pr.aent.
This Week in
8uW.il
Transition

Nova'Hurt lot the Serial

Jj'as
Kitchen

This Week In Club Co*
Hot or sports

Lighter Side
cl Sports

Home Again

Frugal
Gourmet :f

Travel Travel Mam Floor

lifestyle.

Ccnrtecticut vs Louisiana Tech. From KnoxvHIe. Term

(1030|Movia: ••« Xlyof Joy'(1992.
HBO Drama) Patrick Swayze "PG-13'I

Uovie: ••' > 'Wayne's rVorld?"(1993.
Comedy) M*e Myers 'PG-13' 3T

son

Uyatacy
Uegic

us*

Savage
Dragon!!

Browns'
Hart

iyU|TH

Nova Hunt tor the Serial
Arsonist" (In Stereo) S
Adam Smith
Oo Wasters

Tony Brown

NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Oakland 1 aiders From
the Oakland Coliseum (In Stereo Lrve) 5

Uovie; ... -■ "Moonsfruc*"(t987. Comedy)Cher. A
Movie: ... "Twns (1988), moid Schwarzenegger A
wdowed Brcoktyn bookkeeper tails to- her tance s brother geneticalty enhanced man seeks his short -changed hvn

ESPN

SC

McLaughlin
Group

-

American Gladiators (In
StaraoIX

Football
For tea it

McLaughlin
One on One

Women's Slalom

Saturday Night Live

Gang Wer: Benglti' in Little Movie... "Curry Soe'(l991) James Beiushi Agirl and
Rock (R) (In Stereo) X
her mentor con their way into a lawyer's heart. PG' X

"TftefVexr
Karate W

Gelactka

Starman Secrets''

U.F.O. Alen mvaders take
Paul Foster prisoner

Movie: a'i "Spcnfaneotrs ComOusfion"(1990. Horror)
The son ol America's first nuclear couple eiriames society

World WraaUkig
Federation Action Zone

Chlptaunka |Wnga(ln
Gathering I |Stereo) J.

Movie: ... 'Cry-Baby "(1990. Musical) Johnny Depp A IMovto: •• "Ku/fs "(1992. Comedy) Christian Sutler A
meek scroop falls tor a hifhsvrrvewrvjdr^uertX
|rJropotf ■thentthsiejflbrtthsrsryi^

ABC World

Men

NBC New.

m

-awnnce WeHt Show
"Thanksgtveig"

CD
CD
CD
CD

Shostwrtter
(In Stereo)

Videos

Home
Video.

Scoreboard
Central

Movie: ..'i 'rVesfarfer"
(198a) Daw Kern

Brotherly
Lovel

Minor
Ad|ust

Great Journeys (In
Stereo) X

rmance
footage chrenvjk) the history of the Beatk si

UtdAboul
You I

Movie: "DeadtySunser'(i995. Drama)Ken Ow- An Used Cera
unsuspectng doctor begins an affair with a sociopath

Hope I
dorkaE

New. K

Forever Knight' Ncht <i
Question" (to Stereo)

M,.tery3

Baywetch f»ghti
"BaiancftgAct"

MGM: When the Lion Roan |R) (In Stereo) (Pan 3 «

Ghostwriter Austin City Limits [HI (In Nature "Crealures n
(In Stereo) Stereo)
Cnme" (R) (In Stereo) X

MMeWaaM Theatre
The Choi-1

KM: When the Lion Ron |R) (In Stereo) (Pan 3 ol [OH Air)

Married

Married...
With

Star Trek: deep Space
Mm''SurshoDown''X

Movie: eel) •HearfBreak BOge' (1986. Drama) A
Mame Ines to whe- a p'aloon of recruits into shape

Neatonea Gecsraphlc on
Aaaignment

Renegade "Studs (In
SlereS

News

Space: Abov. and
Beyond Jf

SknpMxu
(In Stereo)

World rt National
Geographic

Eitremraaa Emeync,
(In Stereo)

asr »!r

Beverly Mills 90210 lStereofl

BUI Trek: Voyager "Cold
fra-(In Stereo)!

Coach (to
Stereo)!

Star Trek- Deep Space
NaH-SUrtTi«Dowr7x

Home
mprove

ESPN

14 00) Tennle: ATP Work) NFLPrimetime
Championsht) - Fniis.

Oftaldee(R) Ben Slit*.

(5.30) Movie:.. "The rVen Karate K.d" Little Lulu
HBO (1994) NonyuK, (Pal) Mela PG I
(In Stereo)

Martin (In
Stereo)X

win

Home
Improve.

Movie: eee "frroconotaW DJrerarkotf'OSW) A 10year-old girl toes to rkvorce hersen from her parents

Sports Xtra rA-S'H I

Twilghl
ZoneX

att&d.

Brown JL

Straight
Talk*

s»

EjtH57(R)

AbaoUely
Fabulous

Donkey

CatMdee(R) London
Und

NFL Sportscenler B.

Movie: a'i -Trial try Jury''
toes to ensure acqumal by

Movie: e. "Slr«/igDis;ance-(l993.
Drama) Bruce Will. (In Slereo) fl' X

Amazing
Slon.iT

1994. Drama) A mMsler
ireafenng a juror, fl' I
Buck, ye
Race

ArnizinQ
IMMI

Movie: ee "Ckjnl Talk to Sranoers"(1994) A woman Murder. She Wrote
USA and her young son are staked By her ex-husband X tocidenl n Lot r X

Kenneth
Cocetand

Autopsy 2: Voices From
Ketfeee!(lnSlereolT

Scoreboard Women'a College BaaMtbs. Preseason NIT
Central
Semifinal - Teams to Be Announced.

Alien Nation ' Fountain of Wer of the Worlds The
youth" (In Stereo)
Obeksk" (In Slereo)

5SS'

Renegade Cop for a
Day fln Stereo) I

SilkStaekino. Ladies
NentOuriiTstereolI

SBkStaMtaa "Gloiy
Says' (In Stereo) I

Derkside

NFL Pnmetim. Hi

Ma«e"'NR'

College Footbea. North
Texas al Louisvnee.

lard Copy

Merahel-Kisseig
Cousrs" (to Stereo) X

MR Football San Francisco 49ers al Miami Doajhtoi Ficm jW Robbe Stacjum
(to Slereo Lrve) X

Moat
Wanted

Fresh Pnnce of Bel-Ar
-That's lhe Rub" I

Movie: "Dead by Sunser" (1995) Ken CM, Sara^now
married lo Brad, suspects he murdered Cheryl. X

to the Wild (in Sl.ieol
(Pan 2 of 3) X

American Eaasvtenoa:
Little Big Horn

vvrjian America: A Gift
EastEndera Chart. Rote (In Slereo)
From the Peat (to Stereo)

OftAJr)

NewahourW 01 Jim
LehrerX

What s Good to Eat? The In me Wild (In Slereo)
[Part2ol3)X
oesl of Northwest Ohc

AeiericanEapatlence:
Little Big Horn

note America: A Grfl
From the Peat (In Slereo)

(Off Air)

Improve.

Stenso)!

ABC World
News

News

NBC—.

C A131 f
COM

HBO
SC

Buaineaa
Report

(toStereo)
(In Slereo)
Hoeeenne
(In Stereo)

Newshour With Jim
LehrerX

Coach "The
KWter" I

Nannyiln
StenoIX

JOMTV

Cant Hurry
LoveX
Brown 3

(to Slimo) X

asTx""

(Society X

NMand
Steeeyl

Star Trek: Voyegar
"Maneuvers' (In Slereo)

isr Efc

Stay. Trek: Voreger
'■Meneuvers" (In Slereo)

Nowhere Men "An Eneny PreeaBox
Wrrhm" (in Stereo) X

Home
improve.

51a. Trek: Vcww
'Maneuvers" (InSlereo)

raowrstre Man "An Enemy News
trVahto-Qn StenoIX

Mom
Improve

EL

Saeurdey Night Live Guest Ringo

UpCtott

Sportscenler

lleaurdey MgM Lhe Wah George

NFL Prime Monday

gr-

laaaweaal HMM Uw Alec BaHwvi.

NwMX

M-A-S-H I TonkjhlShowSroe.
CttttriBrooks. (In Slereo)

5Sd

■r-

Serao)

Charte Roae (In Stereo)
Night Court
■Mr (in

SA

ar-

Incorrecf

Kid. in the
Hal

Coaege Baeketbell Maul Inveatoial - North
Carokna vs VarvJerbill From Maul, Hawaii (Lrve)

Movi*: eeeW -Forrest f3Wnp"(1»»4. Comedy-Oreme)Ton Hanks
mom: 'The Thr,g Clftea tcv9~ (1993) An asptrmg
musciafi seeks her forlune in to»>^Ytlle. Tenn. "PQ-iy A skw-vntled Southerner experiences 30 years of history. PG-IT
TonHe

Rush
Limbeugh

ShowX

Brojm.

Coach Lou

son IS'AWBSX '"'

-

EffftiSS'i

I2S

OreemOn
(In Stereo)

InSlereoi

ssr"*11"
PreeaBox

rjctober 14. ivoe x

Loveltajreee'-kce
GalsDonl

rttearylha1a»:The
faeXe {In Slereo)

Murder. She Wrote I

WWF: ksondey Nighl

Forever Knlghl "Norl r

rvrlllghl
Zonox

MONTWS-THtai-IAT 11 J» IsH)
WID 1 no ItrOO-T**
. iw-seoe

$2.00 OFF
purchase of $5 or more in used books
with coupon*

PAUPER'S BOOKS
ACROSS FROM PISANELLO'S
206 N. Main, B.C. 352-2163
Open: Mon.-Sat. 11-4

'me
'rogrem

■Ma-lnsfcTrMNell
(Se>trMkMX

Myetery science Theceer

You'll Find It
At PAUPER'S

Sportecenattl

rMMbail
Reel Sex 11 (R) (In
Stereo) X

"BevorMrhe
Law"(l992|

Soxing Prme Champonsha? Series. (Lrve)

NBA Action Coaege Footbea: Tennessee at Kentucky.

SSL
SSS.X £X,x

WwainX

SlJ«VT!NSAJJ.Y0«CWejCAJ«St>O«Tl<
ASK AJSOUT CHrtl mil stCPtVATlOei >
coa«ct(»oern uuxm-ACTioei no
COCUCTWO urmjfts
1MI.f*UNST.(MrWKJUlJ

•ghteneX

STATIONS

0

USA

Laae Show (m stereo) X

%««
§T4"x

News 5

Totaea

ESPN

Chicago Hope stand
(InSeteo)!^

Jeopardy

CBS New.

THIS AD

llyeencfc TNitenea
■'S&r-Crossed"' (In Stereo)

psMel
FrnmX

News'

354-5283

&"% »

MONDAY EVENING
w.w.mwfcimmRonaimm:K:mw.p.\>mvzoMm.pi:mi vsmt naniiiiRiiiieiffiiiiwiTiif^rii
CD
CD
©
CD ••*•*CD
CD
CD
® (5?MO)

140 E. Wooster

Total Jamea Bond

NFL Football Houston Oilers al Kansas City Chiels From Arrowhead Slackum.
(Uve)X

ML Hockey: Cleveland Lumbentckl M Detrol Vipers. (Lrve)
15 00) Movie: ee'.i
Tmtarfer"(1984|

Hot \W«3 With Oihar Oilers.
Coupon Expires 12/31/95
Ser.ai No. BG38O0

Today's 1st (Off Air)
Hi

STATIONS

K^sswr

^ CC^ISNM t«**m

To Be
Announced

Si.kHt
Ebert

Maeterptece Theatre
'The Choir i

COM

SCI 11

Gunemoka Ths Golden
Land

mam: "Renrnmr Me (1995. Suspense) A awmg
couple moves rto a louse presumably haunted. I

NFL Football: Cowboys
alRaoers

CABLE

SC

Atmoal
PertecIT

Loia 1 Clavk-Suptvnun

Niturt Creaiuresm
Crme"(HKIn Stereo) I

Roeaanne
(In Slerecl

Rent One Video at regular Late Nite Video
price and get 2nd for 99c 4 -rt _ ...

'SAVE""O"WITH

Kwfl

S

Satiardery
Night Live

Women'a Cottage Basketball Preseason NIT Semnnal - Teams lo Be
Announced. (Lrve)

News I

1-7

354-5283

Tennla ATP World Championshvj •■ Finals Frcm
Frankfurt. Germany.

Auto Racing Formula Cup Senas Frcm Lakeland. Fta

BROADCAST STATIONS
reawijl
CBS tern 50 Minutes (In stereo) X

Late Nite Video
140 E. Wooster

Golden Girl. Empty Neat
llnStereo)! (inStereo)5

SUNDAY EVENING
.rffi:«..nsi«...TATOM>AiiM^
CD
CD
W

^Onrv?3

Movie: Somebody's 0auonter"(i992. f>ama)A
Hollywood stopper tears she may be marked lor death

X

CARLE STATIONS
Saturday
Science
Movie: eee Inconalible Deferences' (198i. Comedy) Movie: ... TheBuU»s"( 1978, Salve)
COM Theater 3000 A 10-year-oid girl tries lo 0*0108 hetsel from her parents Enc Idle. Hex Innes. John Betushi
Night Live
NFLGarneday
(Vomen's College Basketball Slate Farm Ttt-OII World Cup Skiing

Broams'
QamaTlrM

Figure Skating Skate Amerca International From Detroit

Tale*
Oatrtstskta

SXx SSK)x

jxaantum Uep "Jrnrny ■

Cacberio*4-I

$2.00 OFF
'Limit 1 Coupon per customer per vBrt,

no other discounts apply
kn.av>-Auguat«. 19ST

WR ^November 17,1995 • page 11

EXP. 11-30-95

»

TUESDAY EVENING
BROADCAST

STAT IONS
Wheel crt
rratuneiST [35

CD

Ent
Tonight
COM

W
©
©
©

Sociological

Business
Report

NewshouT
HOIK

CD
Simmons
(In Slereo]

(In

An»r(lnaSn»)3f

Movie: TrrVasHm or Us" (1995. Drama) A woman
tries to save her daughter trom an abusive lover. I

(In Slereo)

Street X

Horn
Improve.

Kings (In
SMrSoIX

iawreredto
In Stereo)

Fnskclln
Stereo) X

Ttlw c4 UM s^nogtll Gl Dornb'i porlrat ol i rxde
ol lions; Manon EasTand Henbert Holer study hyenas.

wad
Frugal
CAJrmttX America*

TaM 4 the SerervaMlGa'Drwib's portrait a pride
ol Ions. Marion EasTand HerOert Holer study hyenas.

Seinteldjn Cost* "The
Stereo) X Wan-On" I

Oinoaaurs
(In Sereol

i«r

Roaeanne Homo
&5lers X taproot

LAPP (In
Stereo] II

Motrvalonal Speaker" X

Uv. Shot "low ST
MariNSpknleredTlirig"

Hone
Improve.

kaormlirtfai Speaker X

lh»Shot "love Isa
Marly SpantaraO Thug'

FASZFREE
DELIVERY*

ESPN

UpCloee

Udsinths Dr.KMz.
Hal

IMHM
Line?

PoMcat)
Incorrect

Sporu-

Cotege rJesketbaa Maui rnvtatonat Semtrai Teams to Be Announced. From Maui. Hawaii (Lrve)

Hide in the

son

CosegeTkpJJ"

rJudseve
Race

K

ass

tavMon Dollar Man
The Moving Mountain"
SII

nenegide Teano Ratio"
USA (In Stereoix

St%,TB

flnStereo)

, Nature's

KiSSKTi(In Stereo] I
Rush
limbaugri

Darkeids

MeGod-Jilv?9.l95r

StereoIX

Murder, She Wrote
"Dead Men's Gold" X

(OtIAir)

S&

Charts Rou (m Stereo)

(OflAk)

Married...
With

Might Court Stephanie Mater RIB tno
STfii Stereo)

F

ROM

Stephen* kWer RIB tno Prill Bo.
3T (In Stereo)
Murphy
Browns

ssar

violence An Aaaerlcan
(In Stereo) I
Wane oil
Game

Paid
Program

Star Trek: The Hart
Generation (In Stereo) X

Married..
With

ar

Night live Gue* Ringo

EJJ!57(R)

CosegsBaikaiiMI MauirrWIatjonelSemarnal-Teams lo Be Announced From Mam. Hawa* (Iwe)

NBA Action Women'e College Beetett»«: Preseason NIT
Champonshn -Teams to Be Announced. (live)
>

Tempest!

(In Stereo)

BenStllor

Movie: •• -Karl" (1983) Ken Marshal A prince tries Movto: aoVi "DropZone"(1994) Wasle Snoes A
HBO lo rescue Ns belroflied liom an alien beasf PG
US marshal pursues a gang o( sky-orvug enm rials

Show X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)
Cnarm

via: 'SJue »v»r-(US5. Drama) Jerry aConnel A SUrTIJfclhtN=.l
"Angel One"
k secret threatens the bond between two brothers

CABLE STATIONS
COM

raghesneX Own
"Fnalry'X

(In Stereo] X

Fnanotlln
Stereo) X

NosrshourwMiJlm
LehrerX

Strtapsons
(In Slereo)

Lass Show Actor Matt
LsBlanc (In Stereo) X

NYPPMua-Orrv
laundry" On Stereo) (PA)

Sportacenler X

Movie: • "O»an0flunnTO"(1990.
Corr^r>ama)CyrirjLauper.1>G.13'

"Dtrnolllon
Men"(1993)

•roraan's Coaasa Voteyba* Miseoun Valley
Conlerence Cruvnpvjnshci.

Love a Curses "The Law Friday the 13th: The
Bookshop ol Honors"
SeriM "Scarecrow"

Twilight
"!oneTB

Boxing: Chns Byrd vs. Phil Jackson (Uvfl) X

Wings (In
Stereo)!]

Ouanlumleao-SoHep
Me God-Julys. !9Sr
Wmge "The OuentuM Leap "Genesis
KeybAlti- Seplerr*erlS.l956''X

WEDNESDAY EVENING

1

a^Wal'll'i'MaTa'l»lfaWII'i'alaWI'r(fal !■'■'■■ !■■■'■■ .I'lfal <N'1I|IHI|I|I i'l* ,'«■ 1 ICi'll Hf ,'!■ » IC'li > 1P
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CE>
S)
®

GIANT 15" CHEESE PIZZA

ffi
€B
CD
©

NewsX

CBS News

-fcwsX

ABC World Ent.
News
Tonight

Wheel o(
Fortune X

tod Copy Grace
Under Fire

lews

NBC News

Cops (In
Stereo) X

Most
Wanted

Sociological

Business
Report

Wshour With Jim
LehrerX

Jeocetrdyl
World X

Bless This
House tl

Soul Train'a 2S0i Anniversary Hall ol Fane (In
Stereo) X

News a;

Late Show Snger Lisa
Loeb (In SlereS) X

ShowX

Ellen (In
Stereo) X

Beatles Anthology (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 3) X

ami

NightJmeX Cheers X

Tempos tl

World's Greatest Magic ■ Hosl Alan Thdie
introduces magicians from around the world. X

Law t Order
"Humilialon" (In Stereo)

M-A"S'H
"Hey.Ooc"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) LateNighl
Sid Caesar.

Tales ot the Serengetl (In Stereo) X

Nova "Who Shot
PresrJent Kennedy'" X

Adam
Smith

Uystaryl "Porrot" X

(OtIAir)

lewahour With Jim
Lehrer?

rugal
Wild
Tales ot the Serengetl (In Stereo) X
Gourmet tr America X

Washington National
Cathedral (In Stereo) X

ISSd

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

[Oil Air)

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Seinteldjn Coach Call Beverly Hills, 90210
Stereo) S
MeCupa"
oVeaslSideUp'X

Star Ttsk: The Neil
Generation -11001001"

Married...
with

*ght Court Stephanie Miller (In
Stereo)

ronJte

Dinosaurs
(In Stereo)

Highway
Patrol

Press Bo.

Stephanie Millet (in
Stereo)

iimpsons
(In Stereo)

Roaeanne Home
lost Youth" Improve.

c

IAPD (In
Stereo) X

Party ol Five "Best Laid
Plans" (In Stereo) X

laovie-ea'i TreMrracieo/rheBers-iigae)Press
agent carries out an actress's trial wish. Coloured

WH. Hockey: San Jose Sharks al Detroit ReO Wings From the Joe
lours Sports Arena. (Live)

Rush
Limbaugh

Hews
Brown X

CARLE STATIONS

Toppings onl.v !MW «>a«*li

Sland-Up.
COM SUnd-Up

Whos.
Unef

'Polivcally " Kid. In the lUovie: ..S T^toiC^"(l96I.ComeoV) Awnee Saturday Night live With Politicaly
|lncorrect
Hall
Ibusaiessmandrscoversriehas an adull DM son
George Harrison
Incorrect

College BeaketUII NIT Se-ni-ira-- teams lo Be
ESPN Announced. (Live)

353-5711

ISporUcenter

College Bnkstbat NIT Semrkhal -■ Teams lo Be
Announced. (Live)

;5:30) Movie: "The Pihcan finer' (1993) An Buuwuvl [Movie: »It "Tria/cy July" (1994, Drama) A mobster
HBO law student becomes the target ol assassats. PG 13' lines lo ensure acquittal by (hreatenng a puror. R' X
SC

1

Tonne

Buckeye
Race

Cavs Game HBA Basketball New York Kncks at Cleveland Cavakers From
Time
Gund Arena (live)

Dream On
(In Stereo)

■r-

Press Box

Paid

Star Trek: The Net!
Generation ' Brolwrs" X

Kids in trie
Hall

Mystery Sennet Theit.r
3000 Robot Monster

College Basketball: Maui Invitational Ctiampcnship Sports-• Teams to Be Announced From Maui, Hawaii. (Lrve) center IT
Larry
(Tales From Autopsy 2: Voices From »* "Hard fa
«ar(i990)
Sanders X the Crypt X the Dead (In Stereo) X

10th Frame rsrjarkng: ABC World Team Challenge
From Orange. Cast (R)

Si. Million Dollar Man
SCIFI Vftie. Women and War"

Twilight
Zone's:

C-Net
Central

[FantMyWoridsollnvlnAawn A retrospective ol the Friday the 13th: The
career d producer-director Irwin Allen, (ft) 30
Series "Fash Healer

laanagede "Ace in the
USA Hok)"lin Stereo) X

atsf

•Tings (In
S:ereo].«)

iMurder.She Wrole
| Deadline lor Murders

Movie: a* "Perfect Fam/ry"(1992) A single morcr
takes m two boarders hid ng a deadly secrel X

Cavs Final Hour Kncks
at Cavakers. (R)

Twilight
Zone"!

C-Net
Fantasy Worlds ol Irwln
Central (R) Allen (R) X

Wings (In
Stereoja

Wings "l
Love Brian

Quantum Leap "Genesis
• Septerroer 15.1956" X

HI SI Tasting
Viw.*.ii in Town >I«»ii«\v IBack
ia \IM\III:!
ADD AN
ORDER OF
BREADST1X
FOR .JUST

980

THURSDAY EVENING
slsMB'Ml|falllPi|'Ma»l|l|'B»«P'l'alal H'i'alal IF !'■■ JI'i'M i' i'Hl|l||l|l|HI|F iHl MI'i'llIP I'll rfll-Hl f-ff HI
BROADCAST STATIONS

0
CD

Ntwex

CBSNewe

remsx

ABC World Ent
Tonight

©
ffi
€0
€D
CD
0D

NFl Football: cruets al
Cowboys

NBC News

Sociological

Newshour With Jim
LehrerX

ESPN
HBO

Located in die Foodcourt at Kroger
1096 N. Main St

Business
Report

aurraw, she Wrote
'Deadly Bfldiig" X

Movie: "The West S* rVatu-"(l995, Drama) Three NnraX
New York women are united <i a specal Inendsnip I

Lata Show (In Slereo) X

Late Late
ShowX

Newstt

WghdineX Cheers X

Tempestt

M-A'S-H
"DerTag"

Tonight Show Violinist
Lets Night
Vanessa Mae. (In Stereo) llnSle'M)

Hard Copy
|x

Television's Greatest
rJeatlee Anthology (In Stereo) (Part 3 ol 3) I
Performances (In Stereo)

Moat
|wanted

Uovie: at* "HomeAtor)«"{l990)MacaulayCur(rl
A young boy delends his home aga rist nept burgUrs

ER ■ Bkuard" (R) (In
Stereo) X

Music lor Every
Occasion

Uyskaryl "Poirot" (R) X

Language ol Ufa (R) (In
Slereo) X

Coach Gary Charlie
Blackney

Uyatsryl Porol (R) X

Tharvxsgrvingol
American FoTk Hymns

Being
Served

Istwshour With Jim
LehrerX

Frugal
rVHd
This Old
Gourmet X America X House!

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Seinteldjn Coach (in
Stereo) X Stereo) X

Uovie: ate 'WneMen Cant Jump"(l992) Two
basketball husbets form an unlikely partnersrvp. X

Star Trek: The Next
Married...
Generation (In Slereo) S Wrth

Ton*)

Dinosaurs
(In Steieo)

«T

LAPOIIn
Slereo) I

Renegade"Another Place Lonesome Dove: The
and Trne" (In Stereo)
Outlaw Years

Press Box

Sinpsons
(mSereo)

Roeaanrtj
(In Stereo)

Horn
Inpfovt.

Hone
Improve.

Uovie :•••» "Bar* lo the Future" (1985) A boy
travels through tana lo ha parents' kten-age years.

tews

l-ankn
Shop

Bush
Limbouoh

(In Slereo)

(ODAJr)

Charhe ROM (In Stereo)

[OtIAir)

ROM

Night Court

stsr1""11"
BfounX

ktamed..
Whh

mmm

m

PTMSBOX

"

Paid
Program

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "f amity- X

CABLE STATIONS
COM

•Hours of delivery 4pm ■ 10pm wccknighis,
4pm -lam weekends.

Wheel Ol
Jeopardy!
Fortune X |X

SC
set ft
USA

15 30) IJpaary. Sconce Traveler 3000 iMyttery Sd«riceTrv»aW3We"SkYarve.s"iR]
Go«

Spcrac-*.

||'00IMarie:'DukAl
Tonrte

Weekend
Kickorl

E£ta

Mystery lilania Tlwem 1000 "Night ol the Blood
Beast.

College Football Baylor al Texas. (Live) X

Mote: "CraoUriar*"(l9»4. SuapsnM)
and lw rrwHor con ttnw wty Ho a lawytr's hMd. I Thomas Ian GrBBTOri SlsniolW
(ki'Stereo)
Sports
Browns'
College rrr>C»t(R|
arokorsporta Hour (R)
eaantsw Sartsa

isai, US'**

BET'

<QgF*-»** ^x^jKiS&'ississ&'Si
l^:«V,-JW»*aamlWSr1rj^(igg2,

Han* Can, Fader.
>re (In Stereo) X

|Movie:..W -l><*Buct-(|0«9) johnCandy An
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Uov... "HBoryo/lrle
rrBrBPartr(19ri|

eaportacwtarX

&L.

kSf.|f.h-llR)0n

Hovka: seen Torrsst
Gump" (1994) -PG-1JX

sjswir^

Sports ShowceM

aaaawaal

Making o( Star Wars |R). •rrlk: sen -Star rVe/i"(l977) Rebels and robots
uraa to oppoae M «• Cvaa* Ernpaa. p Ssereo)X

BSSSSS?*

Stersoll

|swC)X

ShW'-rigar*'0'

